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under a quarter of the students
who voted cast their ballots in fa-
vor. .Interestingly, though the
greatest number of day students,
408, voted the measure down,
greaterpercentagesofeveningand
Development's CounselingCenter,
the College would still have to
spend $57, 789, because a full-time
employee would have to be hired
and· hourly support· would be in-
goes on to say.
As for allegations that Lundy
was, in reality, a bogus candidate
put up by the DSSG,Kinzelberg
maintains, ''These arejust rumors.
They're just attempts to make ex-
cured through the elimination of
Career Services. That office is part
ofthe Division ofStudent Develop-
Vol. 69, Number 16
Child/Health Care Referendum Killed
UNI1YParty ll'ins in Landslide
By Dusan Stojkovic
In the strongest voter turnout in
Baruch elections since 1985, David
KinzelbergoftheUNITYPartywon
a resounding victory against inde-
pendent candidate Peter Lundy for
President of Day Session Student
Governement. The Health Carel
Child Care referendum, which has
caused great controversy, was
abandoned bystudents. Over 1,635
students voted, with 875 of 1,165
registered votes rejecting the ref-
erendum.
Kinzelbergclaimed 79.3 pel' cent
of the total vote. Peter Lundy, the
independent candidate, had
brought questions to many stu-
dents' minds regarding his true
intentions due to his lack of par-
ticipation in pre-electionactivities.
He. failed to appear at the .offieial
~~t~e~·~n person and has declined
re at requests to comment for
thetru~'
By D.H. McMahon
Sustaining, for the most part,
the recommendations oftheAd Hoc
Retrenchment Committee, College
President Matthew Goldstein sub-
mitted on Monday Baruch's Pre-
liminary Report on Retrenchment
and Savings Planningfor 1996-9?
The Committee has spentth~~ "
month and a half searching -'_0 <
ways to alleviate the College's ex.. -
penditures in face of the pending
cuts in NewYork State'sbudgetfor
highereducation proposedby Gov-
. ernor George E. Pataki.
Among the .R~trenchment
Committee'scost reduction propos-
als, which' we~: unveiled to the
CollegeCommuDityInopenforums
held on May 13 'and 14, the one
;~chs~:n~OS:o~ti=~~ ~Ofthe~~IU8oPr-"...8tfon...
Committee's suggestion that the ment and Counseling. Three full-
Office of Career Services be dis- time staff members would be re-
I ed trenched, . reducing costs bysov . , d
According to Subcommittee Re-. $193,854. Though the office s u-
ports released on May 13, a total ties would be tak~n over by the
. ; savings of $186,065 would be se- . Office of.Student Life and-Student
"







On May 7th, in the 360 Park
Avenue South Building, the Unity
Party and the Independent Party
finally collided in a much antici-
pated debate to inform those
present on their ideas and con-
cepts ofhow they were going to run
the student government ifelected,
makingeveryeffort to acquirevotes
for the DSSG Presidential Elec-
tion.
Debate, as defined in the Oxford
American Dictionary, is to have "a
formal discussion." Unfortunately,
the debate for this years election
was anything but formal. While all
._ the components of a debate were
1present, the principle itselfwas not.
· ~ There was, of course, two opposing
~ Parties, a moderatoranda verysmall
~ -1 audience. The debate commenced
· ~. with the opening. statement from
the members of the Unity party.
They described their platform in
. .' which they stressed three. issues:
ell was·PeterLundy?" cuses for theb~.~dslideVie-_.graci~~._.~dents, ~.7 per cent .' Bu~tCuts, Scheduling Grids and
jl61lir4"J~F&Beme~~••*¥a.Ol.~~~;'·~·' : 'H'·~·r·<.'&.··c.·.,·. ," ' .• ;'~aI~.*4t..~·
~---ingseniorDuQoriilg~~Dq•. ,~l~~~~~~~:·tJ1e·~,,=~··~1..~-~,:··f.~·:.tiD1iaI1y~interruptedUDitydiIriDg
"So what does he look like?" the -: least~Y0JD8. venna~ 8tutients cast their ballotSaga"Dst .' . opening statements asking
........,·'l···n '7:~.en °d -·4.·,A..1mj istAlu bea&nAlL~a'~" ~4.L.•. ~... '. • •
<. --~-,~-' d~=<t::Key~Hon:rs;;:.,_.g;;~8ftHB~~-~~3i~~;;i!j;"~];;~&.~'--rr.~ mooera:tOr~noweVer,WaS&tile
asks. ~. surer by a·two-to-onem~. ~tJnS.opportunitytovoleethelr to Control the situation and made
"The more expePtearad team 'Additionally, the proposal tom--.~EVentholJghI'mgraduat- the rules of the debate clear. The
won-it was as simple as that" crease the student activity fee by . ingandwon't haveto payanymore . Liberal Party was then given the
sa . zelberg, who is set to as- $15 in order to furnish funding Cor . tuition or fees,.I voted," s~tesRo- opportunity and. allocated time to
sum the post of DSSG President health~e'an~day care.was over- ~an,"theGolde?~,o~~,add-preSent their platform. They pre-
.......__....Jil~~e5th. "A lot of intense work whelmingly rejected by both day, mg, And 1- think It s ndiculous. sentedno platform .but tried to ap-
and planning went into our effort, evenin~ and graduate S£ude~ts. , eoalil'llletl 011 pale 3 peal to the audience's dislike and
and, in the end, it has paid off," he According to the final tally, JUst distrust in student government.
Aftertheopeningstatementswere
presented, the opportunity for each
party to ask eaeh other questions
was given. This proved to be very
interesting as both parties became
emotional and began lashing'out
against each other!
In conclusion, as one of the stu-
dentspresent said, "this is one ofthe
most disorganized meetings I have
ever been too" Hopefully in the fu-
ture, debates will be just that, a
debate and not public outlashes









exigency was called for, with
the corresponding need for re-·
trenchment. "
According to a PSC press
release, they are insisting that
retrenched members be called
back to their pi evious positions
and have directed their attor-
neysto begin a second lawsuit
against the Chancellor and
CUNY Board of Trustees for
their declaration of financial
.exigency for fiscal year 1996-
97.
"We believe that the Board,"
said PSC President Irwin H.
Polishook, in a letter to PSC
members, "has once again vio-
lated it's own Guidelines and
. By Laws by not consulting with
the appropriate university bod-
ies and by not holding a required
public hearing before it again
took this questionable action.
We are confident that our legal
victory will set a positive prece-
dent for this new litigation."·
placebythe upcomingyear/'main-
tains Spergel. The voting system
wouldoperatemuch likethephone
registration system, whereby stu-
dents would use their social secu-
rity numbers and PIN's to access a
menu of candidates.
Asked whether this could pro-
mote voter fraud if, say students
who were uninterested in partici-
pating sold their PIN's to· candi-
dates, Spergel admits that 'These
are some of the things we need to
look into," insistingthat touch tone
votingwould.Inalllikel~dra-
matically raise voter turr.i~tit.·
In the uncontested riices' 'for
DSSG, James Yen will takeon the
position of Executive' Viee- Presi-
dent; Pearl Chen will be the secre-
tary; Anthony Chow, 'Jack\Alfie,
Obonne Ofiaja and Adnan Abblad
Faqih will constitute the Upper
Council; Recep Kaplan and Aina
Lim the Lower; Donna Aziz and
Tamim Islam will serve on the
Board of Directors; and Andrew
Heller will be Baruch's represen-
tative in the University Student
Senate. All of the aforementioned
are affiliated with the UNITY
party.
Pamela O. Mitchell, Aneela
Rajaram, Susan Walsh, Savita
Gomes,MaximoJavier,KyleGeorge,
ofpolling machines. Still, the absten- Adrian Nicholas, Maria Lijoi and :
tion rate is dismally high, among the Trudy Hewitt will serve on the
highest in the CUNY system, and EveningSession StudentAssembly.
StudentLife isstrivingtomakeiteven ThemembersoftheGraduateStu-
easierforstudentstomaketheirpoliti- dentAssemblywillbe: RajanBhatia,
cal voices heard ShahidulHasanMannan,Ruozheng
. Ifall goes according to plan, stu- Tan,FlorenceF.Lin,LauraMorante,
dentswi.Ibe given the opportunity Lisa Conklin, Karen E .Faudling
to vote ~ .telephone in the next . andPatrickS. Quinn. The races for
studentgovernmentelections. "Pm : ESSA and GSA were aJsonotcon-
hopingthat phone votingwillheiJi. . tested.
various authorizations in the
event if financial emergencies.
The faculty also challenged the
Trustees on "improper use of
available resources" stating that
the Board created new programs
and hired new faculty for pro-
grams or extended funding for
program even when Albany had
already provided funding or re-
fused to allocate funding.
"...New Programs with the
addition of new faculty," stated
Schletftnger in her decision re-
garding this claim, "were by the
Chancellor to be paid for out of
thegen~ral budget because
these were left unfunded by the
legislature...disputes into ques-
tion two things 1) the existence
and the extent of the financial
crisis and 2) whether it was nec-
essary to discontinue (i.e., lay
of0 tenured staff and faculty as
a means of meeting that crisis."
The third claim of the fac-
ulty was that the Trustees were
dictating policy under the guise
of fiscal exigency overriding
their own by laws and guide-
lines.
"Based on the record estab-
lished here," stated Judge
Schlesinger, "it appears that the
Board did not follow those
Guidelines (referring to the
Board's Retrenchment Guide-
lines) in the procedure it fol-
lowed in concluding that fiscal
19.96-97 STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTION RESULTS
Total Day Students Voting 1009 *TQTAL*
Total Evening. Students Voting 360
Total Graduate Students Voting - 267 1636
DSSG President
.
DU DL EVEN GRAD TOT
David Kinzelberg·(paper ballots 23)
..
445 '255 723
Peter Lundy~·fpaper ballots 3) . ·118 68. , . ·189
DSSG Treasurer
Yojna Verma (paper oaflots 17) 340 202 559
FforianaHoccaro (paper banots 9) 179 93 281
Child Care/Health Center Referenda Total Votes = 1165
~ NO [paper ballots 28) 278 114 269 186 875
~ Yes (paper ballots 11] 139 81 30 29 290
"It appears that




in the procedure it
followed"
the financial situation under
which financial emergency had
drastically .changed". The ex-
pected $158.1 million reduction
in aid had been restored by $58
million, tuition was increased
raising $94.6 million and early
retirement had saved $35 mil-
lion. These factors, argued the
faculty, radically changed the
economic position of the Uni-
versity and brought into ques-
tion the "true financial crisis"
of the University.
"It is hard to understand,"
stated Schlesinger, "how the
Board was in compliance with
. the guidelines OD June 26, 1995
based on a declared crisis four
months earlier, despite"the un-
deniable material change in cir-
cumstances which occurred dur-
ing that four month period."
The Trustees on June 26,
1995 passed the Academic Policy
Resolution, delegating to itself
Continued from (ront page
By Deirdre A. Hussey
The New York State Supreme
Court has deemed the CUNY
Board Of Trustees' declaration
of fiscal exigency on February
27, 1995 illegal, and also ruled
that retrenchments due to fis-
cal exigency must be reinstated.
The court ruled in favor of
the Professional Staff
Congress(PSC) and the Univer-
sity Faculty Senate(UFS) which
showed that the declaration for
fiscal exigency was premature
and the Trustees'violated their
own bylaws while acting in the
name of fiscal exigency and re-
trenchment.
"In summary, I am granting
the petition to the extent to va-
cating the Board's June 26, 1995
Resolutions," said Judge Alice
Schlesinger in her decision,
"continuing the February Dec-
laration of Financial Exigency,
regarding the abolition, consoli-
dation and merger of various
departments ... And am remand-
ing this to the Board with the
direction to re-address these is-
sues in conformity with the writ-
ten and established Guidelines
and By Laws of the University.
The PSC and Faculty Sen-
ate sued the TrUstees on three
violations that pertained to the
February declaration of finan-
cial emergency. The faculty
stated that by June of last year
that the DSSG did not supPort the
health and child care referendum out
ofa trivial personal vendetta."
- Not to beone-uppedby the, at times
chaotic, .pre-election campaign, the
week ofvoting from May 6th through
May 10th drew its share of contro-
versy.Twostudentstriedtovotetwiee.
~speigeI,DirectaofEveningStU­
dent Services,who organized the stu-
dent.elections,states,"Itturnedoutlo
be;an innocent mistake and we won't .
. follow up with any disciplinary ·ac-
tion."HegoesontosaY,"Besides, these
were paper ballots which we could
easily dispose of." .
A number of students have com-
plained that there were other irregu-
larities in the voting, such as contin-
ued campaigning beyond the desig-
natedboundaries, peoplestandingtoo
close to the voting booths while stu-
dents were casting their ballots and
evenmorecampaignflyersbeingripped
off.
For the first time in over ten years,
the voting was run by an outside
agency, the city-operated Board of
Elections. According to Spergel, the
reason forthiswasnottheoontroversy the leastvoteswerecast in the library
ofthepre-e1Ectioncarnpaign,butrather building."The lobby at 151 East 25th
the voting machines were brought in Street is generallyashavingthehigh-
as an attempt to increase voter tum- est volume of student traffic.
out. "Overthepastfewyears, thevoter This year, the turnout has been the
turnouthasbeenprogressivelylower," highest in seven years just inching
Spergel says. "Last year, we tried to avertenpercentoftheovera1lstudent
increase the turnout by offeringmore body, but the consensus is that the
sites where students would vote, but. threat ofa higher student~tyfee
the turnout was the second lowest in·' . is more like1yto be the caUse.of the
the CONYsystem and, oddlyenocgh, upsWing,ratberthanthe introduction
StateSupremeC
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School of Business. The School
of Public Affairs will have to
retrench two members ofits fac-
ulty and relinquish temporary
services, saving a total of
$117,995.
- In the President's Offices,
Personnel and College Ad-
vancement will lose one em-
ployee each, saving slightly
over $90,000. Two counselors
presently serving in the Finan-
cial Aid Office will be re-.
trenched, reducing costs by
nearly $80,000. The position of
HE Assistant in the. Registrar's
Office will be terminated, sav-
ing $52,213. A further termi-
nation in the Admission's office
will result in savings of about
$64,580. In total, sixte.enad-
ministrative employees are
planned to be discharged, sav-
ing $740,123.
The entire plan calls for sav-
ing a total of $1,618,430, and
$2,016,605 including fringe
benefits. .
A copy of the President's offi-
cial report could not be obtained
in time for publieat.ion.
need." courses. Accordingto McCarthyand our admissions criteria," Cronholm
According to Ptachi, for.the Fall Lois Cronholm, Provost and Vice says. ''We are working very actively
1995 semester 40% ofthe 1,472 high President of Academic Affairs, the with the high schools and with guid-
school studentswho enteredBaruch budget cuts may lessen the amount ance counselors to bringstudents to
as Freshmen required remediation of adjunct faculty who currently Baruch College.".
for Math or English or both. 33% teach remediation. Adjunct faculty , One of these counselors is
needed English as a Second Lan- may have to teach other courses as Patricia Macken who works at The
guage (ESL) and the remaining27% remedial classes are reduced. High School of Economics and Fi-
needed none of the three. One ofthe reasons for the change nance in the Wall Street area and
Students who were admitted in the policy is that Supplemental who is a Baruch graduate.
under the current policy, although ''We have a pretty vigorous pro-
being in the top third ofthe class and gram in business and economics,"
having an above 80 average, may '"'"As of now, 83 per- Macken says. She says, however,
not have had an academic program cent of all students that some schools are definitely pre-
which gives them Math and English pared to send their students to col-
preparation. coming into CUNY's lege while others are not and that's
''What we think we have done is COm.m unity coIIege probably why some students don't
to replace those students with some- do well in college.
one who may have a lower average req-uire remediation. The High School of Economics
or percentile but would've had a and Finance's standards already
stronger preparation," Ptachi says. I don't know of any pass Baruch's new admission crite-
The change in policy, according 0 thereo IIegethat ria as they require that students
to Ptachi, is madepossiblebyCUNY's take four units of both English and
BoardofTrusteeswhochangedtheir takes in that Math before they can graduate.
policy to allow individual colleges to Th l . . Macken says that out of the 400
tailortheiradmissionscriteriaifthey many... e rea ity lS students at the school, many of the
could show that in makingchanges, that they drop out." 100 seniors are looking to attend
theyweremakingchangesthatcould Baruch.
better predict success for their stu- In a May 7th New York Times
dents. Tution Assistance Program(STAP) article, Herman Badillo, A CUNY
The new admissions policy is has been discontinued. This once graduate and current member of the
linked to CUNY's College Prepara- provided a year's financial aid to CUNY Board ofTrnstees, supported
tory Initiative(CPI) which requires students who needed excessive . tougher admissions policies, saying:
that students entering senior 001- remediation. According to Jim "As of now, 83 percent of all students
leges complete four units ofEnglish Murphy, Director of Financial Aid, coming into CUNY's community 001-
and two units ofMath. 650eligiblestudentsa semesterben- lege require remediation. I don'tknow
The policy change will affect the efitedwith an average .award of ·of any other college that takes in that
amount of remediation classes and . $2,300 or a semester's worth of tu- many...The reality Isthat they drop
thesubjectmatteroffered.TheMath- ition. Because ofthe cuts the college out." ..
ematics .Department will.combine has.lost $1.625 miI~iQ!!tQ_~A_~~-:.. ~. _._ .._~~~;te~§tates_tha.1!!l~Y.
Matli20 'aiid-'g-o-iri ari"etrOrltOm:ue' _·dentS.for:remediaiiOn. .... . ., ·CUNYcriticsbelievethatopenadmis-
sure that students are placed di- High schools have been made sions have lowered standards and
rectIy into courses which are more aware of the new policy. 'We have failed to educate students, due to the
intensive and more concentrated. coupled this policy with intensive fact the pre-college preparation w~
This will also affect adjunct fac- recruitment campaigns because we poor,whichresultsincoll~forcedto
ulty who teach most of the remedial want to attract students who meet stoop to the students' level.
instated. composition courses, meet for
Continued from front page In other proposals of the Ad four hours weekly, whereby the
creased to . lessen t~ Hoc Retrenchment Committee: instructors are paid for teach-
workload. . - Three Library positions will ing all four hours. It is esti-
"The Career Services Depart- be eliminated, reducing the mated that doing away with
ment is essential to every stu- College's costs by $184,261. this discrepancy will save the
dent at Baruch," asserts David <The position of Grants Ad- school $120,000.
Kinzelberg, the freshly branded ministrator, now part of the - The current system of com-
President of the Day Session Provost's Office, will be termi- pensating profeasora instruct-
Student Government. "The stu- nated, saving just ----------.----, ing large
dents who are graduating next over $52,OOe. Aca- ~.. '.. classes with
January will find it very diffi- demic Affairsand'> .' ? additional
cult to find jobs, especially' the Budget Office .••. 7 teaching
when the College won't be there will take over the credit will
to help them outs. And the Of- Administrator's be revised,
fice of Student Life is far too duties. making it
busy to assume the responaibili- <The Computer more diffi-
ties of Career Services." Center for Visu- cult for fac-
Kinzelberg stresses that re- ally Impaired ulty to
P I '11 b . claim suchtaining vocational services for eop e WI e In-
students will be his chief prior- corp or a t e d into credit and
ity when he assumes the poait.ion Continuing Stud- bringing ex-
of DSSG President on Jun~ 5. ies and -is sched- penditures
I d t b down by ap-According to a memorandum u e 0 ecome .
dated M.ay 10, from the. Sub- self-sufficient by pro x I -
Committee on Student Devel- the beginning of' fiscal year mately $80,000.
opment and the Library, the Ad 1998-99. This will offset the - Saving the school about $
Hoe Retrenchment Committee College's costs by $68,272. 253,000, a number of adjuncts
has pledged that the reductions -The 'number of credits and and two full-time employees
in Career Services, along with contact hours in a given course from the School of Liberal Arts
those made in the Library, will will be equated. At the moment, and Sciences will be discharged.
be first in line to be restored if somet.hre~-c~~i~c.ou_rse~, 8a~.•.•$60, OOO.will be sa~ed th~ough





Office Of Career Services To Be Dissolved
ing to Thomas P. McCarthy, Direc-
tor of the Registrar.
'Thecollege found in doinganaly-
sis that many students did not get
out of remediation," says Dr. Robert
Ptachi, DirectorofAcademicAffairs.
"Some students eventuallydid...but
there's a very strong correlation be-
tween failing these courses and the
high school preparation the students
had."
According to McCarthy, 85% of
students at Baruch are in business
relatedmajorswhich require a large
amount of quantitative based sub-
jectssuch as Accounting, Finance,
and CpmputerInformationSystems.
''It's English and Math," says
McCarthy," which allow students to
be successful at Baruchand this will




did not get out of
remediation,"
By Andrew Scott
Baruch College will be enforcing
a new admissions policy for the Fall
of 1995, requring incoming fresh-
men to have a stronger educational
background in Math and English or
a minimum SAT score of 1100. The
new policy is hoping to reduce the
amountofremedial education fresh-
men often require.
"This policy has been adopted to
ensure that students are coming [to
college]betterpreparedand it should
reduce the amount of remediation
that is required and allow students
to take college level courses,"accord-
. ._--=:1
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Baruch College School of Business: http://bus.baruch.euny.edu
Qity .QNYe.nity.ofN~.Yore http://www.euny.edul .. '.,
Student COmputer Serviees Unit: COMINGSOONUl
.-.ATU...a a ...AJIITMIINT UP THII .... i NImH"
CIS Department World Wide Web Home Page (CISnet): http://bus.baruch.cuny.edu/cisnet/
CIS Faculty Directory: http://bus.baruch.euny.edulcislfaculty/
~.TN. DIIIIIICTDfIIV
This directory ~ maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and published by The Ticker as a public service. The BeSU was
created by. the Bernard M. Baruch College AssociatioD, Inc: to provide organizations funded by the College AsSOCiation with computer-related
services. To submit Baruch College related e-mail information, questions, or to report difficulties, errors, or omissions in this directory, please send
e-mail to sesu@sesu.sitea.barueh.euny.edlr. Please note that due to the limited nature of the SCSU's mandate and resources, the SCSU does not
provide services (such as e-mail accounts, and dial-up connections, and Internet access) to the general College community. Also, please note that
due to the space limitations of this page, the featured department section will be published on a rotating basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU
and The Ticker.
• TUDIINT NIIWIIfII~
The Graduate Voice: .the..,graduate_voice@:Jeau.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
The Reporter: the_reporter@sesu.sitea.barueh.cuny.edu
The Ticker: the_ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Note: To subscribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message to the liatserver address shown above with SUBSCRIBE as the subject.
••T-..v....
Day Session 'Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
all...· RGANPATIDNII
Day Session Student Government (see above under Day Session Student Government)
EveDingSession Student ASsociation: essa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@sesu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Hillel Foundation ofNew York: hilleCfoundatioD@sc8u.sitea.baruch.euny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_center@scsu~sitea.barueh.cuny.edu
. Student Computer Services 11nit: sCsu@sesu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Eil1VUUL·~'..·....' ..
........a.NT.··...·.C..1IIIIIII:DL':.....··:.....aNNlIL
Dr. ROnald· Aaron,.Auociate Dean ofStudents: l'On~aaroD@ee8u.sitea.baru4cuny.edu
Dr. ~CarlAj-lmaD , DirectOr ofStudentLife:carl~ay)maD@ecsu.8iteLbaruch.cuny.edu
DebbieBick,.AsaociateI)irectOrofStudentLife: debbiebiCk@eesu~aitea.baruch.euny.edu
Richard Browne, Copy. Editor, The.Ticker; riChard_bro~e@sesu.sitea.baruc:h.cuny.edu
. Day Session StudeD.tGovemment~ursar:dsaLb'UrS81@eeau.sitea.:baruch.CUDy.edu
Day'Se;ssion Student GoYernmentCOuDei1:dsaLcoun~.itea.baruch.CUDy.edu
DaySeeaioD Student·Oov.ern mentPreaident:du&.,.pre8ident@ecsu.aitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day· Session Student Goveroment Vtce President:dsaLviCe..J)reaident.@liJcau.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Nathalie'Esposito, Oftice ofStudent Life: nathalie_esp08ito@ecau.sitea.baruch.euny.edu




ShaionLai. Assistant DirectOr, OfFICe ofStudent Life: sharoD_lai@ecau.aitea.barueh.euny.edu
DaiIJy Bodrigu~,Oftiee ofStudent Life:. daiay_l'Odriguet.@ecau.aite&:-barucb.cuny.edu
Luz'Rodriguez, Office orStudent Life: luz_l'Odriguez@aeau.aitea.baruch.euny.edu
Marcy Boe,Oftiee ofStudent Life: marcy_roe@ecau.aitea.bBfUCh.cuny.ecfu
: Jeanette Sbuck,.08ice o£Student Life:jeanette.;..ahuclr@8cau.aitea.barueh.euny~edu
Dr;,:MarkSperg8l, Director of Eveidng and Graduate StudentServicea:·mark_~.sitea.barueh.euny.edu
Erie Thorsen. Editor-in-Chief, .The Ticker: .eric~thoraen@eeau.aitea.baruch.CUDy.edu
Susan White, Office ofStudent Lif~: 8U88D_white@sC8u.sitea.barueh.cuny.edu .
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VITA Volunteers can pick up their












number offaculty to meet the
standards for re appointment,
tenure and promotion indicate
that a coordinated program of
: development is needed."
...
tations and can only laugh at Mr Heller's
threats to (and I quote from memory) "f--k
up" my face. It turns out that Renata Colon
is after all, an evening student. As Mr.
George correctly pointed out in his letter,
she registered for an equal number of day
and evening session courses during her first
semester.
" In every semester I have taken at Baruch,
excluding summer sessions, I have taken at
least one evening course (though I am tak-
ing more evening than day classes this se-
mester, I am officially a day student.).
Evening students are in no way inferior to
day students! Indeed, they generally bring
more of their experience into the courses
they take than day students and have to
succeed in the difficult task of balancing




Re: letter in last week's issue by Kyle
George, Vice President for Internal Af-
fairs, ESSA.
I truly apologize if I created the impres-
sion in my article of April 24th, that I was
furthering any stigma against evening stu-
dents. If one looks at the context of the
phrase cited by Mr George however, it is
apparent that outgoing DSSG President
Andrew Heller was the source of any nega-
tive view of evening students. His com-
plaint that two out of four student mem-
bers of the Retrenchment Committee were
evening students suggested that these stu-
dents would not defend the interests of the
entire student body. In the meantime, Mr
Heller has retracted from many oChis com-
ments which I included. in that article,
claiming that I misqueted him. I have












Will I miss eagerlyworking on a newspa-
per that a student body won't even take the
time read? .Or . maybe not. knowing if
anybody is reading us at all?
Will I miss the fact that we receive no
support from Baruch College as a whole,
except for Student Life-the only ones who
have always been there for us?
Editor's Final'
,Wurds••.
Will I miss observing a staff that puts
their heart and soul into a medium that
may just get thrown away with
tomorrow's waste? Or a staff that
is never praised for their hard
work, but only criticized for
their . occasional errors?
What I will indeed miss since myjoining
of the newspaper in 1993, is the dedication
I have witnessed by all the members ofthis
very publication. I have seen great talent
pass before my eyes, as "Ticker
people" have gone on to major
publications, Wall Street, and top
accou nt i ng firms.
As we work from 10 o'clock in the morn-
ing until 10 o'clock at night,
running to classes in between" we
are proving to ourselves that we
have the work ethic needed to make
it in this world. We come in to
work Saturdays because we care,
even if we know nobody else does.
I wish the futUre staffofthis great news- .
paper the best oCluek.· "
Setting standards for.•. Professors??
By Paola Marocchi primarily formed for the mentoring of young
Imagine sitting in a class, listening to a faculty. The Middle States Report noted that
lecture in some foreign language you have while there is a formal CUNY requirement for
never spoken or even heard of before. Well, mentoring, it appears that this requirement is
many Baruch professors may be lecturing in not being fulfilled satisfactorily."
English, but their explanations and communi- The requirement oCmentoringjuniorprofessors
cation skills are so poor that somestudentsfeel is not beingfulfilled and no one seemsto be able to
as though they are in a foreign-language class! do anythingto reverse the situation. How come?!?
The existence of professors with poor com- I would like to see the administration be as toler-
munication skills at Baruch is due, in part, to . ant when it comes to the requirements students
the school's failure to ensure that professors must meet. Could it be that the administration
are well-qualified in this area. has not put enough emphasis on ensuring that
For the past ten years, Baruch has worked professors are well qualified? You bet!
on increasing the standards students must What will it take for the administration to take
meet in order to enter and remain in the col- some action to improve the current situation? This
lege. Examples of this include the ACE exam,
now being tested, and a new policy involving
incoming students. While setting high stan-
dards for students is beneficial because it in-
creases the value of a degree, that benefit is
then undercut by failure to set equally high'
standards for professors. It doesn't take a
genius to figure out that a student's perfor-
mance depends not only on the student's intel-
ligence and dedication, but also on the
professor's ability to teach properly. The ad-
ministration knows this and yet has failed to is a question no, one seems to answer and, once
ensure that some professors meet certain basic again, the students pay the consequences.
requirements. Enough about the administration. We as stu-
Why? The answer is not a simpleone. After dents are also responsible for what we go through.
all, the administration is not some kind of How manytimes haveyou sat in a class and failed
machine that can solve the problems ofcollege to understand, and yet did not raise your hand to
life at the push of a button. The problem here ask for a better explanation? Do we, as students,
seems tobe the administration's tolerancewhen think that professors are psychic and know what
it comes to faculty. As is stated in t~eDraft of goes through our minds merely by looking at our
Many will say that we are wastirig our the 1995 Middle States Report, "The persis- faces? If they were psychic, do you think they
time and our talents. But ~what: I tent failureofa number offaculty to meet 'the would be at BaruchCollege?
say is,' we are developrng our' the M .. h don: '. h d?
standards for re appointment, tenure .andpro- .~..:.-lo' -u~e~ar'~m~~a"-kil~:n''~g'"'a'·~oo····l·'.to"-f't-yo·}'i.-~~m·";-·Y~;"-.of~all.'·..
skills-needed ,qw-m-ak-e-~-it-~·m"-t.Jl .. -: nlotion' Indicate"that acOordliiateclprogram of UU J L' _~__ J.' . U-uuI.
world outsideoC Baruch. 'Weare' development is needed." your classmates? If so, you'd better get over it
proving that we can put our passion The good news is that in the next few years because college isjust the playground-the tough
to work and fully take responsi- the administration may create the~eededfac- part begins when you have to get out into the
bility for something we care a ulty development program. The bad news is workplace and deal with the big boys!
great deal about. that the administration can not make effective lam surethat there areother reasons why some
the already existing programs, and so there is professors are not well-qualified, but the lack of
no reason to believe that the situation will be care on the part oCadministration is not justified.
any better should any new program be imple- So next time you are sitting in the foreign-Ian-
mented. guage class, remember that you have the admin-
One of those already existing programs was istration to thank for it!
~~j~ir#~!:~~t~Y~¥~;~.I.Y.ilit.·, .
So I say to everyone in the Baruch com-
munity that thinks we are wasting our
time-"you are so wrong." And for those
that have asked me if I will miss The
Ticker, the answer is a resounding yes.
For after it is said and done, I will look
back on my days with this newspaper with
pride and accomplishment. I will know the
great work The Ticker Staff has done and
what we stood for. I will look upon these
years for strength and encouragement.
- ~- _._~- _ ....~.-:~ ••I:wt:J~~,~I.~7'r ;s .. ,_<.",,~'L!._";_~ ::e;:'P+& c .. E ",,"'.'.".
•r>: '~" ',' _h......,..: .<;C~:, ~-• .:,~..•_. ',.;I'":'r;.:v~ .. '~''fIl'':~:~'-;l''''",,,,;,:~ . •• ..•,~ .' ..: :_ .•.•.•.. : ." '. '" ' ,:'-'" ••• -' ': _. e__ ·, · ", -.oc'_.
It
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The Ticker has been going strong since
193·2 and I hope it will continue serving
and supportingthe Baruchcommunity into'
the next century. I know that, as a team,
we can overcome any adversity that may
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The Child/Health Care Reieretidum was killed in the
election last week, and without a doubt the amount of
lobbying and controversy that surrounded the metter
added to it's demise.
The fact that Day Session Student Government, Evening
Session Student Government, and Graduate Student
Government spent so much time and effort on the
reierenduin, showed the Bsrucli cOI11I11unity the type of
leaders that students allow to allocate their dollars,
represent their needs, and be their voice.
Why is it though, that we have not seen the same amount
of time, energy, and entliusiesm in fighting to keep
financial aid up, tuition costs down and avoiding the
retrenchment of faculty and staff? If they had put a
tenth of the effort on these issues, perhaps the funding
for the child care center would be secure and the
referendum nonessential.
As students, government leaders have the right to oppose
such issues. But as leaders they have an obligation to
explore and provide alternatives. This we did not see. Is
it possible that SOI11e of our current student activity fees
could have been given to this cause? Could SOI11e ofour
clubs have sacrificed a smell portion of their budgets in
order to give children a safe place to be while their
mothers' attended class? Or is it just easier to reject
ideas, sling 111ud andpersecute advocates. .
There were better ways for the student leaders to handle
this issue and the ongoing budget battle. We can only















A publlcmeeflng todiscuss and answer questions
on the construction of Baruch College's
consolIdated campus located between 24th and
25th Streets, east of Lexlncton.Aveoue, Tnis~~s
'will include new facilities for the School of Business
and the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences, a sports
complex, a performing arts center, a resource
center and campus .services This will alleviate
current overcrowding of Baruch J s 15,000 students
and save CUNY $20 million annually on leased
space.









·Baruch College & the Dormitory Authority of the State of NY ·
COMMUNITY FORUM IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
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For mare lntonnatior; contact Baruch College at 802-2790.
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The student leaders on both of these boards,
three of whom are the three student govern-
ment presidents, together with an additional
three day students selected at-large, would.. .
assure the very same student oversight ofthese
programs as with all other student activity fee
funded programs. Had the referendum been
approved, budgets would have had to be pre-
sented to the College Association for its review
and approval.
While your editorial suggests savings can be
had by a reduction in child care center staffing,
the reality is that the student to staff ratio at
. the child care center is mandated by the Board
ofHealth. The only way to reduce the staffis to
admit fewer children and reduce the size and
scope of the program.
In another articleyou identified Robin Boyce,
a member of the Student Election and Gover-
nance Review Committee as an employee ofthe
StudentActivities Center. The reality, ofcourse,
is that he is not.
In yet another article, misappropriations of
student activity fees at other CUNY colleges
are implied to exist here and therefore serve as
ajustification to encourage a novote. Ofcourse,
the article did not cite any misappropriations of
student activity fees at Baruch.
With all the jousting, what was lost was in
fact two very simple questions. First, do you
want health services on campus and are you
willingto pay additional money to fund it? And
second, do you wish to expand child care ser-
vices on campus into the evening hours and are
you willing to pay additional money to fund it?
The questions were not difficult, misleading
and should not have resulted in personal at-
tacks.
The ability ofstudents to learn the facts,decide
the costs and benefits, and vote their choice
intelligently, unfortunately seemed to be lost in
the battle. Maybe, there is something that can
be learned in all of this, anyhow? .
Carl E. Aylman,. Director, Student Life'
Ba r u ch/Ci ty College, Mr. Lawrence A.
Lansner was the director of [career1 place-
ment services. Goldstein went on to become
the president of Baruch College.
A New York Times article noted quite a
few weeks back that the McDonalds Corpora-
tion has spent more in exploring the overseas
markets in the past few years and that also
seems to be their long term goal as well. More
franchises have opened and are planned out-
side the US borders. This troubles the Ameri-
can franchisees, not to mention the local work
force. Baruch has an excellent International
Marketing and Sales program, according to
sources in the Marketing Department.
Flipping burgers in Moscow ... hmm.
I've always wanted to live in an apart-
ment on the fortieth floor with a balcony
overlooking the Hong Kong Bay. On second
thought, I really don't think a cashier in the
Hong Kong McDonalds has the fortune, ma-
terial or abstract, to afford such a place.
Just a thought of my mind, a career as a
storm chaser doesn't sound that bad. Consid-
ering I am already well read and seasoned in
aggressive driving techniques. No, I've never
driven a cab and aggressive driving requires
a lot more than just New York City driving.
Just to throw in some numbers: zero speeding
tickets, zero accidents, got caught/pulled over
in four police check points and came out with
zero citations, driven 120 mph on 1-95 through
Georgia, South and North Carolina running
away from a storm system, and am surviving
Baruch. I don't think it'll be a bad career
move. And there is the added perk of the
chance of meeting someone like the ever lov-
able Helen Hunt!
L
' ... .. .., ... .' ,.1;;.r::'~ • .. .
t: etters to m« eae»
'My "Mis" or "Un" Fortune
To the Editor:
What began as a legitimate effort to poll
students, as to their willingness, to tax them-
selves for health services and expanded child
care services, inexplicably became a battle be-
tween the student governments and a staff
member in the Office'ofStudent Life. Unfortu-
nately, lost in the dust of the battle were the
facts of what the moneys were to be used for.
The Ticker was not helpful in setting the record
straight, since it failed to explain the referen-
dum in neither its April 24 nor May 8 editions.
The Ticker, however, did give more than gener-
ous coverage to the controversy surrounding
the issue, unfortunately, with articles that con-
tained inaccuracies and errors.
It was alleged that student leaders were not
consulted on the health care initiative when in
fact several meetings were held with either the
student governments themselves, or with an
officer of the appropriate student government
regarding the referendum as early as late Fall
and early Spring. Student leaders did not indi-
cate any opposition to the plan at these early
discussions.
In another article, the conclusion was stated
that the Administration should not be able to
dictate where student activity fees should be
allocated. In fact, Baruch's student activity fees
are fully earmarked by past student referenda.
Therefore they are not at the discretion of the
Administration to spend.
Another article alleged that there would be
no student oversight over the fees collected.
The reality is that all student activity fees
collected at the College are administered by the
Baruch College Association, Inc. The College
Association's Budget Committee, is currently
composed of eleven members, six of whom are
student leaders. The Board of Directors of the
College Association, which ultimately approves
all student activity fee budgets after the Bud-
get Committee's review, is composed of thir-
teen members, six ofwhorn are student leaders.
By Tamim Islam
Is it "mis," or "un?" My fortune, that is.
, . I guess it is my misfortune to be so unfor-
I tunate.
! I came to Baruch in 1994 after graduating





Have we, as students, compromised our
individuality? Has the deadly serpent of
apathy bitten us and sapped us of our vigor,
self knowledge and determination? Have we
become disenchanted with involvement?
Whatever happened to "government of the
people, by the people, and for the people?"
This can only be achieved if the people vote.
Moreover, as Khalil Gibran stated: "You,
)
alone and unguarded, commit a wrong unto
others and therefore unto yourself."
As citizens of the World, and more specifi-
cally Baruch College, we must care about
what happens in our community and to the
persons in that community-the students.
Recently the immigration issue has reached
the levels of the Presidential Campaign. New
York City, as a bedrock of immigration is
smack in the middle of this hot issue. More-
over, New York State Senators Frank
Padavan, John Marchi, and others have pro-
posed changes to state education law which
would exclude children who are not U.S. citi-
zens from state public schools.
If today it's those children, tomorrow it may
be our children who are the brunt of some
political attack. Unfortunately, we seem to
fall endlessly through the cracks and crevices
- in our failing system, and the political infra-
structure constantly tries to keep us down
the moment we attempt to empower our-
selves and rise in force.
Ironically, the U.So was founded on the
basis of freedom and equality at the same
time that it shackled millions of Africans.
Throughout the struggles since the American
Revolution and the Civil War, people have
demanded their passport to equal represen-
tation under our Constitution.
Today, the struggle continues as the issue
of "true representation" (empowerment)
knocks at the doors of those who control com-
munities and institutions that are supposed
to serve the needs ofthe people in the struggle.
Some of you may perceive the misguided no-
tion that we are living in a state that treats
everyone fairly and equally. To you I say: call
up the state legislature and ask for a copy of
Sen. Padavan's proposed amendment.
Baruch/CUNY students face policy mea-
sures that are taking away the natural right
to an education, as tuition increases force
thousands to work with leaner schedules or
even to drop school altogether. We face policy Ii Is it strike one, or two? On my own I wasn't
measures that are taking away the liberal fortunate enough to have the fortune to af-
arts foundation so deeply necessary to a qual- I ford the school I wanted to go to. So I just
I didn' .ity education-as ethnic studies become the i I n t swing.
target of conservative slashbacks. I At the end of my freshman year, Baruch
It is an injustice to sweep under the rug I ra~sed the tui.ti.on. !he last time. the school
these issues and others like them that today I raIse~ the tUItIOn, It was on ~ tI.e~ sys~e~.
we face and tomorrow will directly impact Meaning that current students tuition dldn t
others just like us. go up. The hike was only for the new stu-
Some ofus believe we should not get involved dents. Well, my class was not so fortunate.
in politics, since politicians have done wrong to At the end of the first semester of my
the people. But we can not be so vain as to sophomore year (Fall '95) the administration
believe that we are invulnerable to the failings changed the scheduling grid. This made it
of the world in general. None of us is an island. harder to stay in school and get ajob ( see The
The most righteous person among us is worth Ticker, 5/8/96). Now they plan to retrench the
no more than the righteousness with in us all; Career Services Center.
the most criminal minds are worth no less than I Job counseling will be taken care of by the
the criminal thoughts within us all. I current Counseling Servic:..They are ~nder-
Although some of us may think that the I staffed and overworked as It IS, they might as
struggle is for Self to be number 1, remember well include a psycho therapy service for the
that none of us can be number 1 if there are no frustrated students and staff.
other numbers in existence. Moreover, what The job fairs will be organized by the
affects the lowest member of a community will Office of Student Life (OSL), which is par-
ultimately affect the highest in some form or tially funded by student activity fees. I don't
other. know anyone in that office who has a normal
Thus, it is important that we exercise our sleeping schedule. Two words: overworked,
right of community involvement and truly be- understaffed.
come part of the progressive movement neces- It is hard to get a job as it is, without a
sary to achieve socioeconomic progress. We. as' proper Career Services to aid the students, it
alert students must implore others to take note will be even more difficult. Just to talk about
of the situation that surrounds us all, get in- so~e unrelated facts, when Matthew Gold-







FASB expects the new
regulation will reconcile incon-
sistent accounting rules and
improve financial reporting to
more accura tely reflect an
organization's risk exposure.
To achieve this goal, "the. FASB
is attempting to implement
controversial accounting meth-
ods which will bring all types
of derivatives out of the foot-
notes and onto the balance
sheet. However, the propnsal ,
which has undergone several
modifications since its incep-
tion 4 years ago, has continued
to meet with of strong indus-
try criticism. Specifically, com-
panies are concerned about
showing "marked-to-market"
gains and losses on derivatives
, in earnings.
The latest exposure draft,
released -January 11, 1996, re-'
quires thea<:celer.ation of
gains/losses from the hedged
. _a$set.,..t.Q.._..th.e,-.peri'1d..-in---w-h,~h
,gains/IOsses- from ,t-he hedging
instrument are reported. This
proposal also allows deriva-
tives used to hedge an asset,
liability or firm commitment
to be marked-to-market and re-
flected in equity, not in earn-
ings. {CFCr Alert,1I22/96).
offer savers value-added with
protection against inflation,
plus a real rate of return backed
by the full faith and credit of
the United States Government.
In return for offering that
value-added, over time the cost
of financing to the federal gov-
ernment will be lower than it
otherwise would be.
The plans for those bonds
are at an early stage, and the
first quarterly auction for those
-bonds is still unknown. How-
eyer, Mr. Rubin asserta that,
"as someone with extensive ex-
, "
perience in securities matters,
I know that bringing a new
product to- market takes time
and it doesn't happen over-
night. But.I believe that in time
, this ·'will -become a well-used
program that Americans will
value as a savings vehicle for
retirement, education and other
long-term needs, and as a con-
sequence the markets in these
securities will grow in depth
and breadth."




traded derivatives and hedge
derivatives. Traded deriva-
tives are held for the purpose
of selling them in order to gen-
erate profits from short-term
price fluctuations, These de-
rivatives ane to be disclosed at
the "fair- value balance of posi-
tions (including) net gains or
.losses for trading activities".
(Platt's Oilgram News, 10/6/
94). On the other hand hedge
derivatives are used to protect
value fluctuations in an un-
derlying instrument. For ex-
ample, a company buys prod-
ucts in yen which it expects to
receive and pay for in3 months.
To protect against fluctuations
in yen duringthe 3:lP:Q!lJhsJ:>e_,:
fore -payment7 ' 'the buyer en-
ters into a contract which will
enable it to purchase the yen
at today's prices 3 months from
now. This type of derivative
(based on a firm commitment-
the shipment' of goods) is only
required to be disclosed in the
footnotes, with a statement of
would have been paying inter-
est for a decade. If inflation is
less, the payout will be lower,
and if inflation is higher, the
payout will be higher.
Two other structures being
considered are a zero-coupon
inflation-protection bond, and
an inflation-protection bond
that would include periodic pay-
ments of interest and princi-
pal. Further details on these
are in the Advanced Notice the
Treasury is releasing.
"We [the Treasury] think
the kinds of investors who will
be most interested in these se-
curities 'will be individual
Americans saving for their re-
tirement or for other long term
purposes, including their
,.. children's education. In "addi-
tion, financial institutions such
as 'mutual funds, insurance
companies and pension funds
that help individuals save
should be interested in these
securities," said Robert E.
Rubin, the Treasury Secretary.
These indexed bonds will
ment 115 classifies securities
into three categories: (a) held
to maturity, (b) available for
sale, and (c) trading Securi-
ties held to maturity are re-
ported at cost and amortized.
Available for sale and trading
securities both are recorded at
fair values. However, gains
and losses on available for sale
securities are recognized 'as a
component of equity, while
gains and losses ontraded de-
rivatives are charged to net in-
come. Derivatives used to
hedge an asset or firm commit-
ment qualify for "deferred" ac-
counting which permits gains
and losses on derivatives con-
tracts to be reported when the
asset is actually realized.
However, FAS 115 does not
set forth specific rules for clas-
sification of securities there-
under which results in i ncon-.
sistent categorizations. For ex-
ample, a firm can easily en-
gage in "gains trading" wherein
'profilable·instftiments ar-e
classified as reported as traded
securities which result in a
gain in income, while unprof-
itable inst.rumerrts are kept out
of eearnings by using the "held
,to maturity" classification.
Further, FAS 119 clarifies
the-disclosur-e requirements for
through mutual funds and other
intermediaries. Once the pro-
gram is established, the Trea-
sury expects to add inflation
protection securities to the sav-
ings bond program as well.
There are several types of
indexed bonds the Treasury in-
tends to offer. One type of in-
dexed bond the Treasury is con-
sidering would work as such: If
an individual invests $1,000,
for example, on -January 1st,
"and if.inflat.ion is 3per.cent over
the year, the security will be
valued at $1,030 at the end of
the year. Let's assume that the
interest or coupon rate is also 3
,percent. At the end of the year,
the security will be paying 3
percent Interest-on the higher
value. And that will continue
on through maturity. The Trea-
sury is looking at 10-year or
30-year maturities. If someone
buys a $1,000 10-year security,
and inflation averaged 3 per-
cent, the person would receive
almost $1,350 back from the
Treasury, and the security
By Victoria Esposito
The Financial Accoun ting
Standards Board (FASB)is
currently in the process of de-
veloping comprehensive re-
porting standards for financial
derivatives. Derivatives are
complex financial instruments
whose returns are derived from
the values of underlying secu-
rities, reference rates and/or
indices. When used properly,
.derivat.ive s are an effective
risk management tools. How-
ever, when these high risk in-
struments are misused for
speculative purposes, they can
potentially bankrupt an orga-
nization.
To date, the FASB has al-
ready issued several pro-
nouncements on accounting for
derivatives, most notably FAS
115 and ll9. These pronounce-
ments served to placate law-
makers and constituents con-
cerned over recen t
derivativesrelated losses expe-
r-ieneed by several major cor-
porations. However, the state-
ments in effect to date do not
cumulatively represent a set
of rules which facilitate a clear
and consistent picture of the
impact of derivatives on a
flrm's financial position.
For instance, F AS State-
By Joanne Guo"
The Treasury Department
announced on May 16,1996 that
it intends to offer inflation pro-
tection bonds as part of its on-
going program of debt finance.
The proposed inflation indexed
bonds has the potential of rais-
ing the national saving rate as
well as reducing the cost ofcapi-
tal to the federal government.
Inflation indexed bonds can
protect investors against infla-
tion, especially those with re-
tiremen t savings in pension
plans or their own IRAs can
have inflation protection, which
can help ensure their retire-
\ ment security.
" How does a inflation indexed
"bond functions? Eachyearthe
value of the security ..will keep
pace with inflation. The mini-
mum denomination the Trea-
sury proposes is $1,000, a price
affordable for many savers. In-
dividuals can buy them from
brokers, directly from the Trea-
sury departmen t through
TREASURY DIRECT, and
The Treasury Plans To Issue Inflation Indexed Bonds
Pursuing the LongAwaitede r:
New Accounting Standardfor Financial Derivatives
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sion was ordered because of
questions raised regarding the
accuracy ofthe publicly dissemi-
nated information about Com-
parator. Of particular concern
was the valuation of certain as-
sets reported on the Company's
balance sheets.
. Gary Sundick, associate di-
rector of the SEC's division of
enforcement, quoted in the May
15 issue of the Wall Street Jour-
nal, said, "we (the SEC) thought
it was appropriate to initiate
the suspension in light of what
we are seeing."
Another addition to the list of
monumental issues for Com-
parator is a $300 million class
action law suit filed on May 14
by a group ofComparator share-
holders. The shareholder group
alleges that false and mislead-
ing statements were issued by
the Company. They also charge
Comparator with manipulation
of their own stock.
Comparator reported a loss
of $289,442 for the fiscal 1996
third quarter, that ended on
March 31. This was lower than
its $292, 187 loss reported in the
1995 third quarter.
tion linked to specific political
and economic events.
The US reported average an-
nual price changes .as follows:
1790 to 1815 up 3.3 percent;
1815 to 1850 down ?3" percent;
1850 to 1873 up 5.3 percent;
1873 to 1896 down 1.8 percent;
1896 to 1920 up 4.2 percent;
and 1920 to 1934 down 3.9 per-
cent. This extended history in-
dicates a recurring sequence of
inflation linked to wartime pe-
riods followed by long periods
of, price stability or deflation.
Consumer prices accelerated
during the World War II era,
rising at an annual average rate
of7.0percentfrom 1940 to 1948,
and then stabilized from 1948
to 1965 when the annual in-
creases averaged only 1.6 per-
cent including a peak of5.9 per-
cent in 1951 during the Korean
VVar. .
In the mid-1960s, a chronic
inflationary trend began in most
industrial hations.- From 1965
to 1978 American. consumer
prices increased at an average
annual rate of 5.7 percent in-
clud'iJlg a peak of 12.2 percent
in 1974. This ominous shift was
followed· by consumer price
gains of 13.3 percent in 1979
.and 12.4 percent in 1980. Sev-
eral other industrial nations
suffered a similar acceleration
of price increases, but some
countries such as West Germany
avoided chronic inflation. These
results reflected their relative
effectiveness of national eco-
nomic policies.
pany on the NASDAQ. Trading
volume for the three day period
between May 6-8 totaled over
500 million shares.
Comparator's average daily vol-
ume of shares traded stands at
647,380.
The share price, which stood
at six cents per share before the
announcement, skyrocketed to
$1.89 during the peak of the,
trading frenzy before sinking to
its current price of 9/16 of a
dollar, or 56.875 cents per share.
The unusally volatile trading
activity of the usuafdocile Com-
parator stock caused the Na-
tional Association of Securities
Dealers (NASD), the organiza-
tion that oversees the over-the-
counter NASDAQ, to halt trad-
ing. The NASD, as part of their
review of the company's recent
trading activity, requested a
demonstration of Comparator's
new product.
The actions taken by the
NASD were followed on May 14
by the Securities and Exchange
Commission suspending Com-
parator .stock from trading for
"ten trading days. The SEC
stated that the trading suspen-
sets..
Examples of inflation and de-
flation have occurred through-
out the history but detailed
records are not available to mea-
sure trends before the Middle
Ages. Economic historians have
identified that Europe from the
1st .tothe early 17th centuries
as a period of long-term infla...
tiOD) Although the average an-
nual rate of 1 to' 7 percent was
modest by modem standards.
Major changes eeeurred during
the American Revolution, when
prices rose an average of -a.5
percent per month. Also, during
the French Revolution prices in
France rose at a rate of 10 per-
cent per month. These relatively
brief flurries were followed by
long periods of alternating in-
ternational inflation and defla-
in the late 1700s; in the USSR
and Austria after World War I;
in Hungary, China, and Greece
after world War II; and in a few
developing .nations in. recent
years. During a hyper inflation
the growth of money and credit
becomes explosive which de-
stroys all its links to real as-
Economic historians
have identified that
Europe from the. 1st
to the early 17th cen-
turies as a period of
'long-term inflation...
wards include U.S. and foreign
governments, who 'potentially
can use the technology for ap-
plications such as passport.s, na-
tional identification cards, and
welfare fraud control, and com-
mercial market applications like
credit card authorizations, ATM
transactions, and access simi-
lar to what a key would provide
(homes, cars, offices).
This news triggered a surge in
The share price,
which stood at six
cents per share before
the announcement, .
skyrocketed to $1.89
during. the peak of
the trading frenzy...
trading activity of Comparator
shares. On the day that the
press release was issued, over
149 million shares of the
Company's shares changed
hands, setting an all-time one
day trading record for one com-
income growth beyond actual
productivity may encourage con-
sumption; housing investment
may increase in anticipation of
future price appreciation; busi-
ness investment in plants and
equipment may accelerate as
prices rise more rapidly than
costs; and personal business and
government borrowers realize
that loans will be repaid with
money that has potentially less
purchasing power.
A greater concern is the
growing pattern of chronic in-
flation characterized by much
higher price increases at annual
rates of10 to 30 percent in some
industrial nations and even 100
percent or more in a few devel-
oping countries. Chronic infla-
tion tends to become permanent
and ratchets upward to even'
higher levels as economic dis-
tortions and negative expecta-
tions accumulate. Consumers
.buy goods and services to avoid
even higher prices; real estate
speculation increases; busi-
nesses ~oncentrate on short-
term investments; incentives to
aequi~esavings, insurance poli-
cies, pensions and long-term
bonds are reduced because in-
flation erodes their future pur';
chasjng power; governments
rapidly expand spending in an-
ticipation of inflated revenues.
In the most extreme form,
chronic price increases become
hyper inflation causing the en-
tire economic system eo break
down. Hyper inflation occurred
in the United states and France
BySonniCox
Three weeks after the be-
ginning of their roller-coaster
ride on the trading floor and in
the court of public opinion, con-
troversy and uncertainty are
still surrounding Comparator
Systems Corporation, the fin-
gerprint iderrtificatlon device
maker.
Before this month, the New-
port Beach, California-based
company was an obscure firm,
trading under the stock symbol
IDID in the NASDAQ small-
cap market. However, on May
6, Comparator issued a press
release announcing the intro-
duction oftheir new line of Bio-
metric Identity Verification Sys-
tems at a major industry




tems are slated to become the
successors to the Company's
Model ID-l, introduced in 1984.
The primary market for the ID-
1 was law enforcement agen-
cies. Markets that Comparator
is attempting to target-the new
Series 5000 line of products to-
What you need to know•..
About Inflation And Deflation
13
Irregular TradingActivity Triggers Investigation
Little~knownComparator Systems Grabs Market Spotlight
By Michael FagaDs
& In economic terms,.inflataion
and deflation are terms used to
describe respectively decline
and increase in the value of
money.
Inflation is the pervasive
and sustained rise in the aggre-
gate level of prices measured by
. a cost index'of various goods
and services. Repetitive price
increases erode the purchasing
power of"money and creates se-
rious economic distortions and
uncertainty. Inflation results-
when actual economic pressures
and anticipation of future de-
velopments cause the demand
for goods and services to exceed
the supply available at existing
prices or when available output
is restricted by falteri.ng pro-
duetivity and marketplace con-
straints. Sustained price in-
creases' were historically di-
rectly linked to war's, political
upheavals or other unique
events.
Deflation invokes a sus-
tained decline in the aggregate
level of prices, such as what
happened daring the Great De-
pression. It is usually associ-
ated with a prolonged erosion of
economic activities and high un-
employment rate.
When the upward trend of
prices is gradual and irregular,
averaging only a .few percent-
age points each year, it is not
considered a serious threat to
economic and social progress.
It may even stimulate economic
activity: The illusion ofpersonal
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. ter, and vari-
ous members
of The Ticker.
It is a bit like the Grand
Canyon. Ifyou are standing on the
top edge, you can feel the vastness
of the canyon, the sun rays bounc-
ing from the canyon walls, winds
and heat trying to play with you
and tease you to your limits, the
birds floating with their wings
spread out 200 feet below from
where you are standing. And then
you walk down the trails' to the
bottom of the canyon. The air is
denser, and with the canyon walls
rising to the sky all around you,
the view changes drastically. It is
not as playful as the fop, it is a bit. .
more rugged.
Similar.ly, .the inside of
the Gramercy Park is not exactly
a work of art, it is just a park
with utilitarian usage. The view
from inside is of the towering
buildings, not of a pleasant para-
Continued on page 17
park is experienced when viewed
.from a distance. • Kind of like a
Monet. Once you are inside, you
are at the center of the show.
There, the true beauty of the park
can not be experienced in its en-
tirety.
Erica Tsui actually dis-
covered that the door of the
park was left open (by mistake).
Thanks, Erica.
One by one, all the stu-
dents, Maria, Jessica, Eliza-
beth, Van, Helen, Keith,
Vladimir, Ken, Gilbert, and Ri-
chard, though hesitant, entered
the park. For most, this was the
first time inside the park.
At the center of the park
stands a statue of Edwin Booth
dressed as Hamlet. The statue
was commissioned by the Play-
ers Club and erected in 1918.
Actually, it looks better from the
outsi.de.~_ .
- With all the mystique
surrounding the park, once you
get inside, I have to admit, most
of the aura is lost. This might
be due to the "canyon effect." Or
is it the "crater effect?"
The actual beauty of the
From 1efl1orl6h1:.-..o .I"""..,~Beller. ABair Co6en, JoII", Ariaa.
MarlonDel.~Jet";,..~ rn.., C6cm
GRAMERCY PARK DISCOVERED-BY~mjm Islam . '
"Tamim Discovers Gramercy Park." such a bold proclamation. But a ventured into the Gr-amercy
- What? gentleman's word is a gentleman's Park neighborhood on MarcH
- What is wrong with this word. 27,1996. The group of students
statement? The last time I NO. Ldid not join the Feit was beckoned by Dr. Stanley
checked, Gramercy Park was Seminar class on New York City Buder of the History depart-
made from theplans ofSamuel B. just to get into Gramercy Park. ment, an authority on. civic his-
Ruggles 'in the' early 1830's. Fac- Professor Myrna Chase, Chair- tory.
tually this Tamim dude simply man of the History department
can not discover what was made actually gave me a nice pitch to
by someone else. take her class on Wars (I have
Well, technically, there is three pages ofnotes to prove this.)
nothing wrong with the state- But she scared me when she went
.ment in question. If you sub- through the class roster and
scribe to the "Columbus discov- seemed to know the 12 students
ered America" theory, and inter- registered for the class on a first
pret it as though his "discovery" name basis. I prefer equal obscu-
was a personal experience, the rity. I didn't think brigades of
statement holds true. Tamim dis- Buderites and ranks of _
covered the Gramercy Park for Rollysoners will be marching into
himself. He did not know how it the NYC class. And come on, do
felt to be inside this forbidden you really think if Achilles had a
paradise; that is until Wednesday, choice he would've had the vulner-
March 27, 1996. able heels?
''Before the ball falls down Although I actually found
in Time Square on January first two other ways to enter the park
of 1997, Lwill.have entered the'leg.any (without jumping' the,
Gramercy Park at least once," I fence), I have to admit, the Feit
said as my new year's resolution Seminar class got me into the
at a party on new year's eve. Con- park first.
sidering I was not under the in- ''The Buder-Rollyson Expe-
fluence of alcohol (I don't drink), dition" (God knows how long I've
I have no idea why I came up with waited to use this phraseology)
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Congratulations to all of the Graduates
of· Baruch,' college.
-
Lastly t good luck on your finus and
hopefully this is. the y~~r you get Junior
Status (maybe).
The Features Editor wishes to thank all of those
people w40 submtt.red articles about tfiemsefves
and their clubs in the past year. Such clubs in-
clude the many artfcles from The Golden Key Na-
tional Honor Society, Hillel Comrnut.er Center at
Baruch College, everyone who sublllitted marerfal
to Writers Corner, Helpline, Dr. Audrey WillialDs




Continued from page 15
dise.
From Left to Right; Top: Eric Thorsoft, Marloft Layton, Ira Hersch; Middle row: Kim Robinson, Sonni
Coz, Manny Bodrigue%, Marlon. Del Valle: Bottom rOID: MtUlelyn Tavera, Heydi Hernande%, Joanne Guo
Missing from photo: David Ortez, Wei Yan, Anthony Gregory, Ana Hernandez
--------~.T~lie Ticlter wislies to tlianlt aD 'ol'tliose people
who have supported us during the past year.
Say you are sitting oppo-
site Mona Lisa (yes, The Mona
Lisa) holding her hands in your
palm on a balcony facing that ex-
traordinary scenery. When she is
talking to you, should you try to
experience the blending of the
background with her smile or
look at her eyes through the veil
and listen to what she is saying?
If you are looking at the back-
ground, you are not paying atten-
tion to her (bad move). Ifyou are
staring at her eyes (not that I will
mind spending hours doing it),
you have no idea what beauty you
are missing." Gramercy Park
'poses such a dilemma. From in-
side is where you miss the actual
beauty of the park.
Frankly speaking, the in- .
side of Gramercy Park feels a lot
more jubilant and colorful like
Henri Matisse's Woman with Hat
than the more subtle Mon.aLi8a~
" I do not ·want".to give the
wrongimpression that I didnot like
the park. I did like it. It is differ-
ent. Maybe I was "surprised by the
dramaticdifference. Now that I am
through with my new year's resolu-
tion, I have no idea what to do with









The Society for Human Resource
Management, which is affiliated with the
National Organization, provides Human
Resource majors, and other interested stu-
dents, with the opportunity to interact with
faculty and professional practitioners in
the Human Resource and other Business
Management areas.
Professionals come in and give ad-
o vice in areas such as resume writing, cri-
tiquing," and interviews, and also, giving in-
sight into what prospective employers are
looking for in job applications.
An important benefit of SHRM mem-
bership is the ability to regularly network
with professionals, giving students the
much needed contacts for entering the
tough job market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on Thursdays




Chinese Christian Fellowship believes that
there is only one True God, the God of Israel. We
believe in the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal
Trinity ofthe Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We also
believe that Jesus Christ was sent from Heaven to
Earth to serve as a sacrifice on the cross for our
sins. Believingand livingby God's commandments
will bring-salvation. 'He willretum toearth toes-
tabIishHiskingdOmofrighteousness and peace. We
are here to spread the Gospel to the campus of
Baruch College with an emphasis on the
Chinese(American and overseas-bom) students.





THE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
SOCIETY
The Purpose ofthe InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
1. To lead others to personal faith in
Christ as Lord and Savior .
2. To help Christians grow toward matu-
rity in their Christian faith by study of the
Bible, by prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and faculty to discover




The Finance & Economics Society is open to
all oft.boee interested in the processes ofthe finan-
cial world It provides students with aninfonna-
tive viewofcurrent change and the future trends in
the rapidlyevolvingfinancial world viavarious func-
tions such as lectures, symposiums, and field trips.
We meet in Room 640 /26th Street Building
UPCOMING EVENTS: (Events are held
in 360 PAS)
Club office is located in 360 PAS, Room
1447.
General Meetings are in room 1910 or as
otherwise posted on flier (during club hours)
Thursday Evening Bible Study: 360 PAS
Room 1543 from 6-7pm.
Prayer every Tuesday Room 1509 from
12:45-1:30pm
Membership is Beta Alpha Psi gives you an
instant scholarly recognition Beta Alpha Psi in-
vites guest speakers who are recognized in their
fields and who are decision makers in human re-
sources departments at potential employers. The
Big Six Accounting firms are focusing less on the
campus interview and are putting far greater reli-
anee on pre-identification These firms have devel-
oped a hiringpreferenee for membersofBetaAlpha
Psi 'rherefore,.we invite you to become a member"
ofBetaAlpha Psi in order to leverageyour partiei-
.pation inoursocietyforyourjobsearch. Please look
for our flyers posted on college bulletin boards for
the meeting dates and room numbers. You do not
have to be a member to.attend the meetings.
Golden Key National Honor Society is an in-
ternational academic organization committed to
recognizing and encouraging scholastic achieve-
ment. TIle 235 chapters around-the countryand in
Australia are also active in community services on
a national and local level. 1b beoome a member
students must have completed at least 61 credits,
minimum28completedatBaroch, andattaina GPA
of3.25orhigher. Theprogramsand~esofthe
Baruch College Chapter are open to all students.
The officersof the chapter can be contacted
The goal of our organization is to uplift stu- through theDean
dents byprovidingthem with valuable information ofStudentsOffice,360PAS, Room
1702, (212)8()2-6820.
aboutcurrent issuesthatwe feel ispertiJaentto them. Scbeduled Events:(not all are listed due to
The topics of out events range from surfing the nA~ constraints. Contact Golden Key ~ormore in_
Internet, dressingfor an interview, to financial plan- ~- 1.formation).
ning on an individual basis: Adopt a school, where studentsvolunteeron
We hope that the activities we promote help weekly basis as teacher's assistants at PS 2. Call
to better prepare Baruch students for their future, _...I:__£._ Kim
well bringthem
_1__+--,,1-0 . . " \,;U\AUUUMAJC Villariueva at (516)231-1670.
as as . ~~!manenvtrOn- .ShadoWdays"programprovideshighschool
moot where~ 18 cultural diversity: students with the opportunity 00 experience first
Meetings are ~ursdays,Room 1862, 360 ."hand life at co1lege. 1b participate call Renata Co-
PAS from 12:35-2:20. Ion at 212-802-6820
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
P.R..LD.E.
We are an ever growing happy family; where
you can meet people that are not just Puerto Rican
but, ofother nationalities. We're a place whereyou
can feel welcome, where everyone looks out for ev-
eryone else. We'll help you out with school, friends,
and family problems. We are a place to go to on a
rainy day to talk, laugh, and relax from school and
family stress. WethrowpartieB,watchmovies, \earn
new things about other people's cultures' including
our own.
We meet in the 26th Street building in Room






What is archery? You'veseen it in the movies;
the various Robin Hood films beingthe most memo-
rable. It's been seen in the media types as simple as
a comic book, and in events as grand as the Olym-
pic games. And yet, most people only have a vague
notion ofjust what the sport is all about.
So, whynotdropbyand check it out. Wewould
be glad to teach and train anyone interested. We,
provide all the equipment and no experience isnec-.
essary
Areherypractieesare heldeveryFridaymom-
ing from 8:30 to 10:30 am. It is located in the 6th
floor gym at the 23rd street building.
~ All are welcome.
HEY CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
BE ONE OF THE FIRST CLUBS TO -BE ON THE HAPPENINGS PAGES
FOR NEXT SEMESTER. SUBMIT IT TO
We at ASEDOM are a culturally based
organization. We believe in preserving our
heritage while exposing other ethnic groups
to the historic background and customs of
our Caribbean life. We are interested in
meeting new people who are, serious and
dedicated to changing the Latino image to
a more positive one while having tons of
fun doing it.
Ifyou would like to find out more, drop
by room 1512 of the 360 PAS building and
drop a note in the ASEDOM mail box.
Leave your name and a telephone number
where you can be reached.
The Business to Business Marketing Society
(BTB) is a club that enhances academic knowledge
and brings the real world oEindustrial and commer-
"cial marketing to its members. Our main goal is to
help members to be better prepared for associated
career advancement, and to guide them towardthe
market activity oforganizations who engage them-
selves in marketing to other business. BrB pro-
vides an arena where speake~are invited to talk
on a variety ofsubjects, industrY-marketing trends
in Corporate America as well as counseling on ca-
reers in marketing.
BTB is an organization that promotes aware-
ness and understanding about marketing activiiy
.with companies that sell goods and services prima-
rily to other businesses and institutions, not the fi-
nal consumer, Hyou are a student that would like
togain exposure to themanyptUeseUona]s~
in industrial marketing, join us during club hours
Room 839, 360 PAS. ALLARE WELCOME.
- ...•j... "..
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Yes.
WiDa student be able to get a
degree datedAugust 1988, ifsIhe
attends s"mmer school and
meets the DeW JeqUhellaftlbJ?
In a few rare cases there will
be students who are able tocom~
thenewdegleerequira.a:vt8. Ifa stu-
dent finishes inAugust, be or shewill
bereeoJ~as iftbeycomptetat their
work in the Fan 1996 eemester, he-
cause the new detP ee requinment is
·effedive Fall '1996
in Liberal Arts Electives will be re-
duced by two. The number of Free
. Electives you need will be reduced by
one. Ifyou have not already taken
Business 1000, it will be two credits
when you take it. Once you have
earned 28 credits you need to make
an appointment in Curricular Guid-
anceto have a B.BA worksheetdone.
This will tell you exactly what is
needed for graduation.
These changes will be reflected
in the new Baruch College Under-
graduateBulletin (l996-98)whichwill
be available in the early Fall
looked like me. As a teenager
we all wore the same uniforms
in high school, yet many of us
were still not accepted. And
now, as an adult, I thought my
experience would be different.
Unfortunately, few things
have changed.
Dep't. If you browse through
the course outline, you'll notice
that over '90% of those courses
consist of Puerto Rican studies.
Excuse me but last time I re-
member, Latin America was
made up of a couple of coun-
tries. I don't have a problem
with the other courses offered,
In a world where the me- just change the name of the de-
dia makes us believe that we partment. Call it what it really
are on the verge of an explosion is: Puerto Rican Studies and
of racial wars, we have to ask other Latin Countries.
ourselves, what can I do? One Another-problem is the way
way is to become .aware of our television and movies depict us. Just
stereotypes toward other ethnic in case someone is wondering, yes
groups. I like to give you a per- we are capable of speaking fluent
spective from a Latino living in English and not be compelled to
New York. throw in a Spanish term to sound
First of all, I am not Puerto ethnic. And not all girls.sound like
Rican, Dominican, and I am not Rosie Perez. When I used to watch
Mexican either. The reason I shows targeted for young people,
say this is because many times why were all Latino teenagers wear-
those' are 'the only Latino ingflannel shirts and matchingban-
heritage's acknowledged. Some dannas. Even today on television,
people ask me what is my na- if there is a Latino, there's a gang.
tionality and assume I am Unity does not mean some
Puerto Rican. Seriously, if you of us have to t ak'e another
don't know, don't tell me what group's identity. It means that
you think I am. Instead ask while we come together "for a
where I am from. Another ex- . common goal, we can still cel-
ample is people clustering all ebrate and learn from each
Latinos together into one group, unique culture that: we repre-
as in Barueh's Hispanic Studies sent.
completed the number ofcredits you
have, generally need LiberalArts and
FreeElectives, therefore,you areprob-
ably affected by this curriculum
change.
n. STUDENm WHO HAVE
NorHAD BAA.
WORKSHEETS COMPLETED
a, StudeDts with 28 credits
or greater completed:
If you have never had a
worksheet prepared, you will have to
do so sometime'in the Fall semester
oras soon thereafter as possible. Stu-
dents who have fewer than 61 credits
completed are likelytobe affectedand
should read item Le, above. Advisors
are available in the Office ofCurricu-
larGuidanoethroughout registration,
but .because that is a peak period,
worksheets cannot be prepared dur-
ing that time. If)lOU!mow that you
need.~ws,youmaywant to post-
pme taking them until,ou have had
a worksheet ce«DpIetec1. Students
should mcua CD taking the appr0pri-
ate plereqnisites to ~mjcr Status as




You willmost probably benefit
from the curriculum change.
The number ofC2"editsyou need
share their views and experi-
ences with Baruch.
I enter the room and they
just stare. They judge me first
without acknowledging who-I
am...
Have you ever imagined
not being who you are? Some
may say yes. Some may say no.
Others may remain neutral in
order to do away with the act of
critical thinking.
The motto "to each its own"
still lives actively in many of
our minds today. The question
is, who's to blame? Is there
something wrong when a person
is being prejudged for whatever
.he or she is wearing? Is there
something wrong when a
woman around you grabs her
purse because she only sees
"your kind" on the news? Is
there something wrong when
the diversity of a group reveals
an act of separation?
These stereotypes are a
part of my reality. A sore that I
continuously try to heal day by
day. It hurts even more to know
that these situations occur
within my own race. As a child
I could never understand why I
was around people. who orrly
still need either Liberal Arts or Free
Electives. Ifyou have completed at
least 15 credits of Liberal Arts Elec-
tives and 9 credits ofFree Electives or
ifyour worksheet indicates that you
do not need any electives, you are not
affected by thechange. The change in
Business 1000 does not affectyou.
b. Studentswith 61-93 cred-
its completed:
You will be affected by the
credit reduction only ifyouneed either
Liberal Arts or Free Electives. Ifyou
are a transfer student, you probably
received sufficient elective transfer
credits and may have.more than the .
minimum needed for graduation and
are therefore Dot affected by the
change. The change in the Business
1000a editswillmJybeforptq)Jewbo
take that eJass after spring 1996.
c. Stadeal8withJe.tbag80
credits completed:
You will pni,tably be affected
by the aectit eban&e- AieCcJuntJ..ir"
.....wbomm,cu•.,wadtbeDUID-
berofc:reditsyouhaw,geeaJlyneed
Idberal Arts ElettiYes and not Free
Electives. The I liberal Arts E1ective
credits thatyou needmaybereduced.
CheckyourB.BA worksheet to see if
you need electives. The change in
Business 1000 does not affect you.
Non-Acooe.otiogmaQors who have
The Helpline office is filled
with vibrant color. When I say
color I don't mean decoration.
Color as in skin color, hair color,
and eye color. Our personalities
all represent a different shade,
for we are all unique individu-
als. Helpline is just a small
view on color. Baruch is edu-
cating a vast amount of stu-
dents from differen t back-
grounds. So far we all seem to
be getting along. But how about
the real world. What about the
differences we face when in our
neighborhoods or trying to find
a job? Out there, the blindfold
may be offyour face and you are
dealing with incidents of preju-
dice. Helpliners are here if you
are facing a problem like this.
And who is better to understand
you than those your age who
have gone through the same
thing? Stereotyping is one of
the many issues Helpliners deal
with. We are just like you. And
if you are one of those lucky few
that hasn't seen this, here's a
story for you.
Students at Baruch come
to Helpline and share their ex-
periences such as this...Here
ar-e two Helpliners who what to
There will be a change in the
minimum number ofcredits required
forgraduation effectiveFall 1996. The
curriculum changes affect two areas;
Business 1000 and electives. Please
note there is no change in the list
of required courses- This is what
the curriculum changes in the busi-
ness degree programs will be:
B.B.A. CURRICULUM CHANGE
The Credits for the B.BA De-
gree have been reduced to a minimum
of 124 credits. The four credit reduc-
tion is from specificareas. Ifyou have
taken all of your electives and Busi-
ness 1000 then you are not affected
Inthe 124degree program the Liberal
AztsElectivesare reducedby twocred-
its, the Free Electives are reduced by'
one credit and the Business 1000
oourse will be reduced to two eeedits,
The minimmn Dumber «C2"edits re-






find the category that applies to
)'OU:
a. Summer or Fall 1998
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Tnere was a time long ago,
When things were simple.
People knew what theirplaces were in
. life.
People interacted with each other,
With respect and with honor.
c:roaay things are complex,
People are confusea.
unaware oithepossibilities of their
environments.
People toaay spite each other,
With no respect ana no honor.




That are non-existent in the wortd of
todaq.
Wearepeople outofplace.
. Never to fit in.
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"All i••tt lost, I ~..r ,Ot ..y,
yOt worry too .IchIn.,.'. still
ti.l. II
GlZias ilto 'OIr star" ',IS
I aceept your r"snrilS werds.
Lik, oil, tuy .Ioilt .y .011.
I'll wait ,.tilltly for tile a,
whet y..'11 givi "' YOlr ...~er
I'. I'IJ hllr y" say cOII'Ortilgly,
"YOI ...4 lot worry, w.'11 ....t
Iglil. II
YII, S,ri.s will close it'. ~..r
Ylt, .oot~iIS Wtr~. a.1 froll yn
will srow lib ai.l. across tla.
la.~.u,. If .y lIi.4, a Yilt t.rrail
. i. wlaig ..INri•• If lit
rillti•••~i, will srow .14 lil,er;
-"I'~I ~1I1ti.! •• lib • 1.1r.
ro~~M If .1'1" ....n.
nit ••st ~I •• silce N' "ttiM
tllrt ~.~ ,~. CHlof
.'11 elf ~ri~,. " ti .
By VIncent Samuels
I'v. lIIi.se4 the o"ortllity
to g.t y"r tel,ph'll 111I~er,
I ga'lI, too s~y to ask for it.
YIt, Iware t~at ti..1 lIarchl. 01,
perhap., if thrOlSIa thl.1 1i.1S I ask
yOI III' gla~ly coldlsc.14
to 1..1 tlae "~I ia lIy h'lrt
~y aSSIrias II' w,'11 ~, il tllch.
c..cer••d I lIisht ~IY' hlrt yOI
~y w.,~. s,lkel iSI.rlltly,
,erial,s ~, thOl!lah trlnli.s
o'er tlte 1..4.u,. .f Ill' .il~.
Aslre~ IU.t the w,..g e••j.ct.,l,
..y st•••ch I ,it of 'lIptil'U;
yo. t.1I ••, "yo. worry too IIICh."
c..aflN that Spri.!
is .~out to elo•• it'. 400r
11'0' o.r relltiolshi,s. &ri.f,.t, .0 ..1..i'S,.I,
yo., warll slIill pierci.s
my hlart lik. Cupid's arroW
will .. sadly lIiss.d.
COleer... that p.rhaps
In the realm where
Death and life converge
The point where lighting and
thunder meet,
The extent ofWar and Peace,
Where illusion and reality meet,
This is the realm
Of The Watchers Rebellion
I am distant on a far away
plain,
A' man who knows that the
present has been changed.
The way things are can no
longer be.
The future is uncertain, trying
to matrix itself into a new form.
I hope I will be abl to assimi-
late myself into the ew matrix.
I hope my friends wi be able to
assimilate themselves into that
new matrix.
At the same time they d not
forget about me.
It is a difficult and uncertain
future for us to foresee but I am
certain that with the power I
draw from my friends and the
power my friends draw from me,
I think we will be able to make
the journey the only way we
know how.
All I hope is that when we arrive
on the other side,
That we are all of ourselves and
not of that of the shadow
Living
Forever in the Night




lAokilS i.to YOl, "'s
spanli.! like ~ia...4s ,olisla.~
lI.tiello.sly .y the IttI.S of till
jlw.ler. "
"Mary, I'. I.t worri••- I s.i~,
. I'll jltt cOleerl'~.
Y01 I,ft Jast lVIIi,S
. witholt sayi.S 900d-~y•.
yOIl walkd through the door.
I watelt~ yo. go.
Vour h.ads ar, ~.tt,rfli••;
clafchi.g 'Olr kl.psack
swift flit trlv.1 like ••tll..1 wi.~s
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Have a Pleasant Summer!
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A special thanks goes to
Andrew Heller. We've been:
through a lot, you and I. It was
nice to work with you just like
the old days. So, we got in a few
fights and-disagreemerits but I
got a kick out of it and I hope
you did also. (You see, it wasn't
that bad was it?) Maybe we will
be able to do it again sometime
in the future.
My name is Ira Hersch..• and
tbar's the final word.
time now to thank some of the
people who have helped me in
the past year.
First off, I want to thank
the people over at the Day Ses-
sion Student Government.
Thanks for trusting me enough
to make me Chair of Academic
Affairs. Even though I did re-
sign, it was appreciated.
Also to Ellen Steigman and
the Hillel group. I appreciate
all ofyour wisdom over the past
year and look forward to work- To all my friends who
ing with all of you in the year, are graduating from The
to come. LeHitra'ot! Ticker and DSSG, I wish you
To my Bowling Elitists good fortune in the future
(II~"ES, Brandi, Melissa, and good health in the
Hoffman, Sparky, Louie, Etc... ) R b t h i
lets keep on bowling those present. emem er IS
strikes if for no other reason, be- when you go into the wor-k
cause they exist. Thanks for all world: there is no such thing
the rides, Brandi and Melissa!! as a no win situation. The
To Michele, Orlandina, and problem is that there may be
Amy: you are the only oz:1es left a no win solution.
from my Executive Board..Lets
keep in touch in the future as
we have in the past.
To The Ticker people:
Thanks for giving me my chance
to work here. I have had a lot
of fun. working here and look
forward to doing it again nextI would .,like to take the
While I did not attend, I did
hear what the college plans on
doing. They plan on laying off
various faculty and downsizing
departments. I have a much
better idea. Cut the salaries of
these high paid administrators
or cut the number of adminis-
tratorsentirely. For example:
does the college really need a'
Provost and a Vice President for
Academic Affairs?
6. Senator Bob Dole quit
his day job after 27 years in the
Senate. He will once. again be
a priva te citizen of Kansas.
Was this a good idea? Maybe,
but think about this. Dole was
the only one who could keep
Newt in check. I fear that the
next Senate Majority Leader
will be a follower of Newt
Gingrich. You can then kiss
your beliefs goodbye.
7. Bad day: You find out
your boss bought you tickets on
USAir.Worse day: Your boss
bought you tickets on USAir to
get to your destination and tick-
ets on ValueJet on your trip
home.
1. The Office of Curricu-
lar Guidance in the School of
";7 Business once again redefines
'<~~' stupidity. What genius makes
-~:, a deadline date of May 9 to re-
;::t~
~~Z solve a conflict in finals?
..... '
:)_~: Classes end on the 20th. Let's
think about this people. ,
2. The Childcare/
Healthcare referendum failed,
thanks to your help. You just
saved yourselves $15.00/semes-
ter. '-
3. Did it make sense to
you to have classes on Monday?
It did not make sense to me ei-
ther.
4. Write for The Ticker
Features!!!
5. The college had a forum
on Retrenchment the other day.
,i • ,
r ' . .
- - .. '
~ , ~ /""..... ., ', '
Well my friends, this is the
last issue of the semester. We
are now in the middle of finals......
C'I week, and you are most likely
C\I taking your time out from
>0-
as studying to read this editorial.
~ I appreciate that arid thank you
for it. Well, let's start. Sit back,
relax, and watch as the pictur-





















Demi Moore plays a Miamj




June 28 sees two comedies de-
signed to ''resurrect'' the careers of
,two' very talented performers.
Universal's "The Nutty Professor"
is a remake of the Jerry Lewis
classic starring Eddie Murphy in
the title role. Instead ofa geekwho
turns into a cool guy, 'Murphy's a
fat geek who turns into a cool guy.
The other comedy, "Striptease,"
sees Demi Moore take it all offas a
Miami stripper who loses her
daughter in a custody battle.
July:
"Independence Day" is the one
everyone will want to see this
month. Opening on the 3rd, Fox's
new film includes an impressive
cast headed by Bill Pullman
(''While You Were Sleeping"), Will
Smith (''Bad Boys") and one of
Dennis Quaid is the dragonslaying knight who teams up
with the last remaining dragon in Universal's
"Dragonheart."
leased on the 7th. Based on the
, Comic strip createdby LeeFalk in
1936, 'The Phantom"follows"Mis-
sion: Impossible" in Paramount's
impressive summer roster. 'The
Rock" is also one to look for with
Oscar winner Nicholas Cage
("Leaving Las Vegas"), Sean
Connery, Ed Harris ("Apollo 13")
and is directed by Michael Bay
(''Bad Boys"). New Line's comedy
"The Stupids" with Torn Arnold
also opens on this weekend.
June 14th marks the return
of Hollywood's hottest boxoflice
star Jim Carrey, in "The Cable
Guy. " The comedy also stars
MatthewBroderickand isdirected
by the versatileBen Stiller(''Flirt-
ing With Disaster"). MGMlUA's
Tom Cruise stars in the most heavily anticipated movie of
the summer, Paramount's "Mission: Impossible."
~--,,---:~~~~--:-----~~--~----_---I
Matthew Broderick (L) teBIDS with box office ace Jhn
Carrey in Columbia Picture's "The Cable Guy."
ferent crowd.
, "Mission: Impossible" is pro-
jected as the biggest hit of the sum-
mer already. The release itselfwill
break records as the film is sched-
uled to premiere on 2,919 different
theaters across the nation. If you
didn't know, Tbm Cruise stars, along
with the intriguing French actress
Emmanuelle Beart (''Nelly and Mon-
sieurArnaud"), VingRhames (''Pulp
Fiction") and is directed by Brian De
Palma ("Scarface"). Cruise also co-
produced with Paula Wagner and
the team is said to be working on
another project this fall.
May also features Alec Baldwin
in New Line's thriller "Heaven's Pris-
oners," the Buena Vista comedy






Elijah W09d befriends a dolphin in Universal's "Flipper."
~~~:-:''';''~'' "'~':;~X~""
....:.:h.~~X«-:.::>,~-·: -1" :./~. ~¥i':;:::'~'"
The early part of summer
doesn't feature too many films
geared for the family with the ex-
ception of Universal's "Flipper."
By scheduling this movie now,
Universal gives audiences a vis-
ible alternative to the big budget
action-adventures that character-
ize the "summer movie."
In fact, counterprogramming
has been heavily stressed by dis-
tributors because of the enormous
competition and the summerOlym-
pics. With this in mind, the idea is
Mission : Striptease !
R quiclc loolc at the summer mouies of 1996.
By Manny Rodriguez
Over the next four months, 103
films will be squeezed into movie
theaters across the country vying
for your money. This summer will
see a wide variety ofpictures rang-
ing from action-adventure and ro-
mance, to drama and comedy with
many at/or exceeding costs of $70
million. Now, there may be a few
movies you know you have to see
already, but even the most adept
movie-goer can get lost in the box
office bombardment this season.
So, without further ado, here is a
quick look at the summer movies
of 1996:
May:
Summer officially began on
May 10th with the release of
Universal's tornadofest, 'Twister."
Ifyou haven't seen this one yet, do
. yourself a favor' and check it out.
Incredible special effects, sharp
direction byJan De Bont ("Speed"),
and solid performances by.Helen
Hunt (''Mad About You") and Bill
Paxton ("Apollo 13") make this the
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Tickets can be purchased at DSSG (Rm 1531., 360 PAS)
or at the
Office of Student Life (Rm 1512/ 360 PAS from 11am-5pm)
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to position movies where they can Universal's "Dragonheart," With drama "MollFlanders"alsoopens~
reach a particular target audience Sean Connery providing the voice of A summer without Arnold?
and not get creamed by ~h~ bleck- Draco the dragon, Dennis Quaid ,Not ~ this year as Arnold
busters. For example, on May 22, starring, and superb visual effects, Bchwarzenegger plays a federal
Paramount will release~~X_·:r:'j}ra,gonhea..rt"is definitelyone tg.,:"~r~I'l~L~~ss,!~~S'.-t~_ pr0t.ec~
be the most heavily anticipated watch for in the end of May. Vanessa Williams in ' Warner
movie of the summer in "Mission: June: Bros.' "Eraser." Buena Vista's'
Impossible." Knowingthis,Buena Things heat up when animated feature, "The Hunch-
Vista will release the comedy "Spy Paramount's "The Phantom" and back of Notre Dame," is also ex-
Hard" to purposely attract ~ dif- Buena Vista's "The .Rock" are re- pected to make mad dinero on the
Hollywood's most under-used ac-
tors, Jeff Goldblum.
Buena Vista's "Phenomenon"
with phenomenally gifted John
.Travolt8Kaad.Paramount~\famity,
coiii~'~a'M~T1ieSpy- ·also
open on independence weekend.
continued on page 25
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I see so many Sweet thing;
wrapped. up FINE & FRESH-
hmmmmm.
So many flavors and types.
Which one? I'm so
overwhelmed.
You, the one that has everything
Variety is the best way to go.
I unravel the wrapper
i and smeU the scent you have,
Tempting me to eat you.
But first I lick on one side,
Then turning you on the othe
side.
Tasting every last drop.
Making sure there is nothing
left,
Making sure that it is dry.
My mouth salivating for
more and more. HMMM,
"It tastes so Good!"
-JeannieNg
Under Fire" and Miramax's ."T
Crow: City OfAngels," the seque
to the 1994 hit which starred th
late Brandon Lee. Also, Dann
Devito stars and directs Sonytr
Star's comedy, "Matilda."
MGMlUA's actioner "Fled, "an
Buena Vista's "John Carpenter'
Escape From LA. " will be release
on the 9th. Kurt Russell reprise
his role as the outlaw Snak
Plissken in BuenaVista's sequel
"Escape From New York." Warne
Bros.' "Tin Cup" with Kevi
Costner will also open.
Buena VISta's comedy "Firs
Kid," director Robert Altman'
"Kansas City. and Bruce Willis
a hitmanIn NewLine's "LastM
Standing- will all open on th
16th. SonyfI'riumph's action flic
"Solo"andParamount's"The Relic
with PenelopeAnn MillerandTo
Sizemore ("Heat") will be relea
near the end of the month.
These are not all 103 movies b
a longshot, but they are the ones t
look for this summer. So, go to th
, theaters, getyourtickets,yourpo
corn, sit down shut up, and enjoy
• . 'C'" ,.a~~ ~ ....."" ... ~.". ' ... '. ~",....,;~..,- y".,.. ~~.:~~~ ~I_ ...
M!LSWEEtCeHOeO£~t't:
Not being here,
Makes me want to crumble
Like a cookie and disappear.
Stay here with me,
Be a friend, Be a lover or any
thing.
Maybe they'll be a future for u
to see.
-Jeannie Ng ,
I stand near you,
so I.can smell the scent that you
wear.
I call you,
The deep sexy voice that I've
been dying to hear,
I look at you,
Blinded by ~hose Baby Brown
eyes. ,
I want to hold you,
So there's no need' for me to
fantasize.
I feel your lips,
They bring alongyour warmth,
softness and tenderness I
desire,
Your body next to mine,
Always sets me on fire.
The thought ofyou '
Orange Ecst'QS!L
As I hunger for you,
I crave for an orange.
To grasp one, I peel
one piece at a time,







Enjoying my every moment until
I get to the luscious juices of
your bare skin,
To take a bite into you,
I crave for more, more and
more.
When I get to the last piece, will I
get more?
Will my mouth water again?
WillI taste those juices again?
Or is that the end?
-Jeannie Ng
August:
The final month of summer be-
. ~n~ with Fox's drama "Courage
Striptease!••
-
nationwide directed by Andrew Davis (''The
Fugitive").:
Unt'It'/ed
Have you yet made any sense
ofthis endless babble?
Can you make heads or tails of
this dribble drabble? '
Comprehension ofmy written
neurosis.
Will not achieve any intellectual
promotion.
There is no one who can picture
an emotion.
Acceptthese lines as a frustrated
outpour offeeling.
To each individual there is
definitely their own special
meaning.
These prose help me find a
clear path,




There is no cause behind these
lines
I write.
It's just an inner expression
I choose to place in the light.
Just my thoughts written down
on
a page.
Don't take it as a bey
to understanding this day and
age.
I speak for myselfeven ifI
speak ofothers.
To the written word I am the
devoted lover.
I make no claims
I can't read into people's minds





and it all comes from somewhere
deep inside.
-Valerie RizzocaBcio
Andie MacDowell tries to deal with MiChael Keaton as he clones
'himself in Columbia's comedy, "MultipHcity."
Mission
Swaying back and forth, need a
place
to lay my heavy head.
So I can just close my eyes.
Imagining this is someone else's
dread.
-Valerie RizZOCaBcio
Lonesome traveler, a threat to
those
around.
Can't he just disappear?
Let's bury him underground!
Editors' Note:
We would like to thank
Jeannie Ng and Valerie
Rizzocascio for contributing
their fine art. We would also
like to extend our thanks to
everyone 'who submitted work
to this section over these past
few weeks. All Baruch students
are once again encouraged to
submit literaryor photographic
art to The Ticker in the fall.




My intoxication will not
permit me any close affiliation.
There is a lack ofdollars and
sense..
No chance for that white picket
fence.
I am what you might call a
leper
for a modern day.
People who see my filthy face,
find a need to look away.
I have become a disgrace
because my mind somehow
it seems to have been.
misplaced.
T ran s 1 a t ion s
The new ~~Literary" Section for Baruch's Artists
25
continued from page 23
The next weekend sees the
release of two comedies, among
other films. Columbia's "Multi-
licity" stars Michael Keaton and
one of Hollywood's most under-
used actresses, Andie MacDowell.
Keaton plays a husband who
clones himself to better handle
the vast responsibilities in his life.
MGM/UA's comedy, "Kingpin,"
with Woody Harrelson, Randy
Quaid and Bill Murray also de-
buts.
Legal fiction returns to the
silver screen as John Grisham's
first novel, «A Time To KiU~n is
adapted into the Warner Bros.
thriller ofthe same title. The film
stars Sandra Bullock ("WhileYou
Were Sleeping"), Samuel Jackson
("Pulp Fiction"), Oscar winner
Kevin Spacey ("The Usual Sus-
pects") and is directed by Joel
Schumacher (''Batman Forever,"
''The Client").
Sony/I'ri Star's 'The Fan,"
. starring Robert De Niro as an ob-
sessed fan of a baseball star
(Wesley Snipes), and New Line's




Writers needed for the
fall!!! To get invoivedcontact
Manny or Anthony at (212)
802-6800!!! Submit articles,
letters, poetrY,'photQgraphs~"
short fiction, or any ideas for
the.Arts section to Room
1522, 360 Park Avenue
South!!!
... On May 16th, her rose made
me forget hate,
Finally met my love described
. by
fate.
Wor, give ,me a fat track,
let her know I always got her
back.
Mic check to never forget all I
want to tell her
Bring up the bass to tell her I
love her,
EQ the drums to show her I
need
her
Sharp high hats-I'll always
be
there for her,
Intro acapella so everyone
hears
her name
Love - Karina- Love - the
same.
Este Sunset Style es
dedicado a mi amor - Karina
Guerrero.
searching for something they may
never get. When we can truly
show our deeper sentiments hip
hop will elevate to another level.
Until then, when I'm alone in my
room, sometimes I stare at the
wall and in the back of my mind...
You may see no remorse for the
continuation ofcrime and theft. I
see the cry for change conflicting
with the desire to survive. You
didn't feel MCing, DJing, B-
Boying, and graffiti was a com-
plete, interactive culture. How-
ever, it is. I know. I was there.
All you hear are curses and dirty
insults by ignorant minorities. I
listen to battles between ghetto
poets who have mastered their
oppressor's language better than
their masters. The Bridge. The
Bridge is over.
{Then there are the nighttime
cyphers that inspire the next gen-
eration to try to capture the crowd
with amazing metaphors, simi-
les, and punchlines that spelled
legend verbatim. The Cold Crush
Brothers essence chorused in The
Leaders ofthe New School. Hakim
vibes flowing through Nas while
EPMD's one-two punch is now
thrown by High Side Infantry."
There is immense love in hip hop.
There is love ofskill, culture, and
creativity. However, the love ofa
woman is never revealed as
bluntly as other themes.
Today, hip hop has simplified
its dreams and wishes by focus-
ing on material goods. We have
grown to grade our self worth by
how much money we have or ap-
pear to flaunt. Hate, cash dreams,
and harsh reality are so easy to
express because they are such a
part of American culture. There
are powerful defense systems
present that make an MC not
want to admit that they are
Artist: Smoothe Da Hustler but album. And while the beats
Album: Once Upon A Time In are all well arranged, bass heavy,
America and representing of the Brooklyn
Label: Profile Records sound, DIH Period failed to invent
You will have to wait for the sum- a new sound for Smoothe. In other
mer for A Tribe Called Quest, De words, the tracks are immensely
La Soul, Outkast, Nas, Ghost Face satisfying but not new. Smoothe's
Killer and others to release albums. work on the mic is though. Listen-
But that doesn't mean there isn't ing to him gives immediate indica-
anything in stores worth buying tions of significant time spent on
now. RepresentingBrooklyn to the his part studying and practicing
fullest is Smoothe Da Hustler. At the art of mic control. His voice
first glance, he may seem to be blends with the track so lovely,
another following the current Rakim would be proud. Also, there
''Biggie'' trends as a drug dealing are four songs on the album with
player from the streets. Listening his real life brother, Trigga Tha
to his music, however.revealsmuch Gambler. Their chemistry, as wit-
more. "Once Upon A Time In nessed on the classic "Broken Lan-
America" is an honest, sincere and guage" and "My Brother, My Ace,"
hardeore look at street life through is on the same level as Raekwon
the eyes of a young black male. As and Ghost Face. Trigga, already
Guru once said, there's "no preach- signed to DefJam, is outstanding
ing or teaching, just reaching." lyrically and has a voice that domi-
Smoothe says what he thinks and nates tracks. Finally, Smoothe
feels which is very refreshing in establishes himself as one to con-
this age where fake qualities are tend with in the future with this
applauded. But this album is not deeply entertaining and penetrat-
really entertaining because of fig collection of real hip hop that
Smoothe's honesty. It rocks 'be- should be purchased by all real
cause of his delivery, timing, lyri- heads. It will keep you rockin'
cal depth, freestyle abilities, and until the other heavyweights re-
fat beats. The production is by DIR tum this summer.
p.eriod, who ploo-aced M.:O:~1t~~~,~>·-M.nnY~~ -------._--:..
very adept at expressing his feel-
ings about white, Black, and
Latino racism, police, and women.
His insightfulness is really due to
his ability to make you laugh at
his one liners and think about
why they are so funny. He ex-
presses himself by punctuating
on many stereotypes as well as
reality. For example, "What Am
I" speaks about his mixed blood-
lines making him a victim of rac-
ism by every race. His deeper
anguish over the quest for the
right woman is expressed candidly
on "Kreep." One negative is that
Chino can seem monotonous be-
cause he alters speeds rarely. The
production, although, does a good
job at keeping this album very
enjoyable. ProducersB Wiz, Bird,
Erik Romero, DJ Homicide and
others are all quality track pro-
viders because they try to be origi-
nal. Theychoose hooks that match
with the mood of Chino's topics
and the breakbeats are all prop-
erly fit in. -Chino XL is definitely
a unique MC in the field of new-
comers this year.
-Edward Rodriguez
Hip-Hop Editorial By Edward Rodriguez
.. .Love of hip hop gave me love
of
a tough life,
I begin to dream ofembracing
a
woman who can
understand that life is so
trife.










Latino is not complete without
the quest for our wishes. To
drown ourselves in the Blues
when the glass ceiling comes
down to us. Dreams of rewriting
the New World Order as Bob
Marley lyrics guide us through
rhythm. Latinas dancingmeren-
gue all night to forget all the
cheap, misogynist men, and
dream ofmen who truly love and
keep it real. Telling our Boricua
children of Pedro Albizu Cam-
pos, and his revolutionary intel-
ligence, so they stand taller.
Our history is marred by op-
pression and poverty. Hip hop
music reflects the feelings from
this most consistent element in
our lives. However, hip hop mu-
sic does express itselfdifferently.
It highlights what is wrong in





Album: Here To Save You All
Label: American Recordings
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Punchlines. ''You're half un-
dressed like a Soul Train dancer at
the scramble board... " "People
scream for me like they scream for
Eat PMD concerts..." "I rather lis-
ten to Willie Nelson than f**cking
MontellJordan..." "I treat you like
Whitney Houston and Bobby
Brown's marriage-- one bigjoke..."
Chino XL, "thatyellow nigga," who
is half Black, half Latino, makes
the rewind button a necessitywhen
listening to him. Like Kool G Rap
and Grand Puba he can rap as fast
as the best. and his comical and
controversial punchlines make con-
centratingharder a pleasure. How-
ever, unlike other spitfire lyrical
legends, his lyrics are hard to deei-
. pher at times. This is because he
tries too hard to fit every long
punchline to the break of the beat.
Only Kool G and a few others have
evermastered this. ChinoXL looks
extremelypromising ifhe improves
his flow more. The surprise of this
album is that Chino is not all about
punchlines. He is articuiate and
insigfifffiTofflii·fense topiCs.-fiel~-----'-----.- -. - . - - - ----'--
•
To say I did things with heart,
Describes my intentions from
the
start.
But Sunset from birth was
always Gunset,




I now decide to describe my
hate
explanatory:
Because our lives deserve a
better story.
Hate is what your eyes see
morel
but LOVE is what I searched
far···
The culture of a Black and
comm
~
C\J "YOU love me and I love you /
C\J and together it would just be us
~
co two...1 need you and only you ..."
~ Pete Rock & C.L.
Smooth - "Lots of Lovin"
"I want to live lovely with a
beautiful wife and my seeds /
counting my stash in Grants... "
HI-TECH - "Book of
Life"
The most common emotion for
an MC to express is hate. From
the backstabbing, craBB DJs, the
many shiesty individuals, to the
devils in blue, hatred becomes a
feeling that is excellently released
over hardcore breakbeats. How-
ever, this release of pure hatred
at the trials and tribulations is
done to bring to light emotions
that we truly need and want...
(/)
t:::«
























2. Who was the last
Yankee to pitch a No-
,Hitter?
3. Which Knick player.











I would like to thank everyone who submitted their ideas and creations for my new mast-
head. I have finally decided on one that will be used starting next .issue. Once again, thank
you for your entries and your help in making my decision!
In search of individual
with journalistic interests
and/or Sports admiration.
Any- 0 n e
who is in ter-







can also leave a
message for Marlon
'at 802~ 6"S" 0 0 .
Don't miss the
opportunitytorunyourown
section, with prospects 0
gaining a higher postition!
... ~ . . . . ':. -_:_._~;.:f·;.;-'::'. "'_"" ""-"' ".__"""'. • ~ .. .,.~ ...~~ .'._.- .• ,_
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Orange-Bear
47 Murray Street, NYC
Friday, June 14th @ 9pm
Kenny's Castaways
157 Bleecker Street, NYC
Frida " Ms: 24th @ 9pm:y, :y" "
Downtime
251 West 30th Street, NYC
Wednesday, June 26th @ 9pm
Catch Gate 18 as they play at the
follolping locations:
For more infi>~isitGale 18,
ont' :
http://www.fretless. gate18.html
School of Visual Arts filmed the
band doing what they do best -
making music. The video will be
entered into a contest along with
other local bandsthatwilleompete
for the chance to perform-at Irving
Plaza for an annual rock benefit in
September.. Thebenefit, sponsored
by the SVA, Will feature the win-
nersofthecontestopeningforhead-
liners, The Black Crowes,
"With a video comingout in the ,
summer," explained' Tom White,
"I'dlike to see us get some airplay
with that, and use 1t to show an-
other side of the band's perfor-
mance."
With many opportunities
springing to life, Gate 18 has their
hands full. But no matter what
they have to do to be heard, they're
going to enjoy it every step of the
way.
"It feels great to be recognized
as a musician," said White with a
hint of pride. "We really push our-
selves out there and play every-
where we can."
entitled, Go On Girl (Fret Less
Music). The album was the brain-
child of the lead guitarist's wife,
producer Susan White, who says
its success "has been a pleasant
surprise." ,
The album featured a number
of woman-lead indie rock bands
















tion, Gate 18 as
well is being no-
ticed. Many college ra-
dio stations have been giving the
band airplay. City College's radio
station ev:en had them do a live
interview and perform a live set.
Further increasing the band's
airplay will be their showing on
another compilation _entitled,
Fight Prime Time. The album
includes the song''It Don't Matter"
and will be put out this summer by
Kathode Ray Music.
In addition to the accumulated
air play Gate 18 is receiving, they
also have been given the opportu-
nityto make a music video. The"
Roxy Rehearsal Studios in Queens
became host to the event on Sun-
da as two students from the
SO THINGS
TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.
For decades, MDA has shown
how valuable people with
disabilities are to society. We
believe talent, ability and desire
"are more important than
strength of a person's muscles.
The one barrier these people







:~ ': -Local Folk Rock Band Hears Success Calling ,
~"., ;
• " By Eric M~ Thorsen "I think that my sound is very
§ Amid torn vi-nyl seat cushions different than either of those
yo- and rickety wooden chairs which women's sounds,"saidRueckheim.
~ surround pizza-box sized tables, a "I think the more this music gets
iG unique sound is bellowingfrom the ' out there, they're going to see that
:E three foot high stage. The crowd me and my band are a -little bit
sits, carefully listening to every .different and they're gonna stop
note that is played. A raspy and . labeling me as a female artist and
distinctive voice, backed by a per- just going to;recognize that I'm an
fectly toned guitar; reverberates .' artist in my own right."
throughout the black walled ha- , Lead byt¥ outspoken singer;
ven. the hand continues to gain wide-
As patrons pass the stage head- spread recognition despite
ingfor the restrooms, the perform- a numberofperson-
erscontinue toconcentrateon their nel changesover
music,unphasedbytheir~':.lIld- the past year.
ings. They are playing at the his- They have
toric musical forum, CBGB's, and replaced
lovingevery minute ofit. Tonight's the i r
band is none other than Gate 18. drummer
It has taken a number of sue- twice and
cessfulgigs and sometimesdiscour- the bassist
aging ones for the Queens based three times.
quartet to get here on this unusu- But, the one
ally wann February night. The thingthat
road to success has not been an has re-
easy one, but Gate 18 is finally m a i ned con -"
realizing that there is light at the stant has been the solid lead guitar
end of the gig. work carried out by Tom White.
"Ithink it's a fantastic thing," His bluesy, Clapton inspired riffs
said lead singer/rhythm guitarist have kept the band moving for-
Lynn Rueckheim. "Because I've ward even with the constantly
worked so long and hard on this changing rhythm section.
-project and I feel that it's finally . "It feels good to be able to ex-
getting the recognition it deserves. " press- myself as freely as I can,"
And I'm very happy about it." said White. "It's a lot ofwork, but
Rueckheim, who started sing- its rewards are great."
ing in her parents basement as a Together, Rueckheim's never
child, possesses a strong voice say die attitude and voice and
which can hit the rafters in what- White's sneeringFenderStrathave
everenvironment she sings in. Her helped Gate 18 gain exposure in
vocal -talents have been compared many different ways. "
to the likes of Janis Joplin and One project the folk rockers
Melissa Etheridge. But, she dis- were involved with was their ap-
agrees with the labeling. earance on a com ilation album
By Eric Wright
Attention all real Yankee
fa ns l!' We all know about the
no hitte~tTown by Dr. Coke,
which wa n amazing feat but
do we al really think that our
favorite Betty Ford All Star will
do the same every night? For
tha t matter, do we think that he
will do the same in his next
start? Dwight Gooden is now 2-
3 with a 4.46 ERA. How long do
you think it will take until we
start to really miss the impor-
tance of David Cone? What the
Yankees should really be doing
now is trying to figure out a way
to get all of their injured play-
ers back to health before the
season is over.
I'm sure that there are more
than our fair share of upset
Knick fans out there. Does ev-
eryone realize that this was. it?
There is no more wait until next
year. There is no more "all we
need is one more person to win
it a ll." All I know is that the
Bricks, sorry I mean Knicks,
have three draft choices and we
all know that the Knicks are
destined to draft realty. -rea lly
bad. The Knicks have a couple
of choices, however.
Choice 1: Draft and draft
well. The Kn ick s. have three
picks and with the first pick
they should draft the best player
that they possibly can or more
t.o the point that's available.
With the second and the third
picks the Knicks should try to
draft the positions that they are
most going to need in the fu-
ture, which are probably the po-
sitions of center and power for-
ward.
Choice 2: Trade and draft
well. The Knicks do happen to
have some lavers that are
worth something to some teams.
Even if it means that they give
'up a player like Charles Oakley,
Patrick Ewing or John Starks.
What does that really mean in
the grand scheme of things? By
giving up one of these fossils
along with one of their three
draft picks, they could possibly
pick up some very good lottery
picks (see last year when the
Denver Nuggets picked up An-
tonio McDyess for Rodney
Rogers and Brent Barry).
Choice 3: Use the eight million
to acquire good players. The Knicks
swear that they are going to get
some perennial all-star. I'll be-
lieve it when I see it! That was the
"
purpose of getting'rid of all oftbose
players wasn't it?
I also do have a rebuttal for
the "In This Corner" that was
printed last issue. How on earth
can you say that the East domi-
nates the West in the NBA?
Didn't the Houston Rockets win
the championship the past two
years? Aren't they in the West?
In case you didn't realize, 'the
West has an average of six teams
in the conference that have aver-
aged over 50 wins over the past
three or four years. The East on
the other hand, only ~ve the
Bulls, Magic, and Knicks. Re-
member, I said AVERAGED! Also
what is this business of" lack of
Western superstars?" Only
Robinson, Barkley, Kemp, and
Magic were mentioned.. Hello!!!
Whatever happen-ed to
Olajuwon(MVP), Jason Kidd,
Stockton and Malone, Nick Van
Exel, Latrell Sprewell (All NBA
first team), and Mitch Richmond.
I could go on but I don't have enough
space. I think it's time to re-evalu-
ate that statement.
la~t i~~UQ. no rgbuttal~
By Sonni Cox bullpen after three horrific starts,
On Tuesday, May 14th, e all losses, ifiwh ich he allowed 17
Doctor was in the "House that runs and 20 hits in only 13 1/3
Ruth Built." Current Yankee and innings. For the Yankees, it lifted
former Met Dwight Gooden, seven the spirits of a team whose pitch-
starts into what has already been ing staff and playoff prospects
a rol ler-coast.er comeback season. ,were placed into limbo after the
pitched a no-hit, no-run game likely 'season-ending surgery to
against the Seattle Mariners at ace righthander David Cone.
Yankee Stadium. It was an erno- Cone underwent surgery to re-
tional moment that saw Gooden, move an aneurysm from his pitch-
smiling and arms raised, carried ing shoulder. Ironically, Gooden
off the field on the shoulders of gained reentry to the rotation af-
his teammates. ter Cone missed his first start
Gooden's performance against due to his arm troubles. In addi-
the Mariners was significant and tion, the history-making event,
timely for a few reasons. For came on the eve of Gooden's fa-
Gooden, who returned to the ma- ther Dan undergoing open heart
jors this season after missing a surgery in Tampa, Florida.
season and one-half because of a On Wednesday, May 15,
suspension due to substance Gooden, who gave the baseball
abuse, it was his fourth consecu- that was caught for the final out
tive effective start since return- of the no-hit game as a get-well
ing to the starting rotation. present, went to be at the side of
Gooden had beendemoted.to the , .hls.fether along with his mother
and other family members.
Among them was Florida Mar-
lins' third-baseman Gary
Sheffield.
Gooden walked six batters, while
striking out five in the 2-0 Yankee
victory. However, Gooden, with
the assistance of his teammates,
was able to record outs at key mo-
ments of the contest. With a run-
ner on first base in the first inning,
center fielder Gerald Williams
madea nice running catch on a line
drive hit to deep center field of the
bat of Mariners' shortstop Alex
Rodriguez. In the ninth inning,
which began with another le~d off
walk, this time to Rodriguez, Yan-
kees' first baseman 'I'ino Martinez,
an ex-Mariner, after making a stop
on a ground ball by Ken Griffey Jr.,
dove to tag first base barely beat-
ing Griffey to the bag. After walk-
ing Edgar Martinez and allowing
,.,the potential tyingruns to advance
via a wild pitch, Gooden struck out
slugger Jay Buhner swinging for
the second time in the game. He
also retired Griffey for the second
time on il swinging strike three.
The first K coming in the sixth
with a runner on third and less
than two men out. The Doctor
completed his two-hour and forty-
three minute operation byyielding
a high pop fly to short left-center
field, which was hauled in by Yan-
kees' rookie shortstop Derek Jeter.
The no-hitter was the first by
.,8. Yankee pitcher since Septem-
ber 4, 1993, when Jim Abbott
accomplished the feat. Gooden
became the fourth ex-Met to hurl
a no-hitter,joinirigTom Seaver,
Mike Scott, and Nolan Ryan
(who pitched a major league
tecord seven no-hitters). In the
Met.s' 35 seasons, no pitcher has
ever pitched a no-hitter while a
member of the Mets.
